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Reagan strives to reduce economic gap
CANCUN, Mexico (AP)-President
Ronald Reagan gave conditional approval yesterday to negotiations aimed at narrowing the gap between the
world's richest and poorest nations
but also defended the U.S. "track
record of success" in international
economics. He said it was achieved
without "flashy new gimmicks."
Reagan's remarks at the opening of
the North-South summit conference of
22 nations in the Yucatan Peninsula
resort were the first indication since

he arrived Wednesday that his administration would take part in
"global negotiations" favored by
many of the participants.
BUT HE SAID the talks must be
based on "four essential
understandings."
The historic two-day conference
was opened by Mexican President
Jose Lopez Portillo, the host, who
criticized the current world economic
order as "unjust and unfair."

Reagan, saying "words are cheap,"
and "cooperative action is neededand needed now," urged low-income
countries to develop their markets
and exports not by weakening "the
very system that has served us so
well," but by improving it.
The conference's first session ran
nearly five hours, with speeches by
the leader of each delegation. Asked
the reaction of other participants to
his remarks, Reagan said, "a number
of people were very kind and came up
and said nice things."

JEAN PIERRE COT, French
minister for cooperation and development, accompanying President Francois Mitterrand, said Reagan's address was "a move forward from
previous U.S. statements on the
issue" of global negotiations.
Carlos Fuentes, a close advisor to
Lopez Portillo, said it was "positive
because it gives leeway to the other
world leaders to pursue the issue of
global negotiations."
Reagan's highly-qualified backing

developing and developed world,
there was a great deal of
enthusiasm."
Most of the participants called for
creation of a World Bank affiliate to
help the developing world meet the increasing cost of energy, said
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan.
We do not see the need for it,"
Regan said, because 27 percent of the
World Bank's funding is devoted to
energy and "that could be up
somewhat and the same purpose
would be accomplished.

for global negotiations ran counter to
the virtually unanimous support for
such talks by other delegations.
SECRETARY OF STATE Alexander Haig said the leaders' speeches
ranged from those that were
"somewhat more strident" to others
that offered a more constructive
spirit. He offered no details to illustrate what he meant by strident.
Haig said no speaker criticized
Reagan's address. Quite to the contrary," Haig said, "from both the

Queen of 1951 reminisces

Election of senior rep changes over time
by Marie Cisterino
News staff reporter

The newspapers dubbed her
"Queen for a cold day."
But not even the gusty chills, so
traditional in Bowling Green during the fall season, could keep Dottie Burger, the 1951 University
Homecoming Queen, from taking
her place in front of the cheering
crowd.
She traveled to the stadium in a
convertible.

Courtesy ol Archival Collection*
Dorothy (Burger) Borden

HER CROWN was a circle of
yellow chrysanthemums that matched her bouquet. Her two attendants carried bronze mum sprays.
A senior representative of Delta
Gamma sorority, she wore a knit
dress, pumps and a fur coat.
The Falcon marching band formed an honor guard and played "A,
You're Adorable," as Burger and
her attendants walked with their
escorts from the far side of the football field to the speaker's stand.
The fact that the Falcon football
team settled for a homecoming
game tie of 27-27 with the Flashes
of Kent State was only a disappointment. For this was her day, a
mixture of delight, excitement and
pride for Burger and her parents.
NOW , 30 years later, Dorothy
Burger is Mrs. Robert Borden, the
wife of a Fremont doctor and
mother of three adults and one
teenager.

Reminiscing about her college
years sparks only a slight twinge of
displeasure as she realizes that 30
Kars have come and gone since
r royalty days at the University.
But, nonetheless, amidst snickering and teasing from her offspring,
she had no trouble focusing on her
earlier life as an active, involved
student in the years she described
as "specially good years."
Homecoming traditions have
irogressively changed with time.
£'estivities of today contrast sharply with those of 30 years ago.
Election of the homecoming
representative was a campus-wide
event, and nominations were not
limited strictly to a female in
senior standing. Her two attendants were a sophomore and a
freshman.

AS PRESIDENT of Delta Gamma sorority, a member of the
Association of Women Students,
Student Senate and also involved in
the all-campus sing at Christmas
time, Borden was nominated by
her sorority sisters to what she
called "preferential ballot."
Instead of individuals placing
nominations with a certain
organization, such as the University Activities Organization, candidate's pictures would be posted
in the Old Administration Building
and students would vote for their
favorites by rating them on a scale
of one to ten.

After the selection was narrowed
down to six candidates in the first
election, a second election was held
and the top three vote getters in
order became the queen and two
attendants.
Politics did not play a part in the
decision of the winner. Burger
believes the entire process and
selection was in fun and not a
political issue. Each candidate was
backed with a great deal of publicity and support by their sponsors
who posted signs and campaigned
for their representative.
SHE SAD) as a candidate, she
recalls visiting a lot of the fraternities in hopes of drumming up
some support.
Homecoming week was always
filled with community spirit. Not
just the fraternities and sororities
were involved, but campus
organizations and dormitories as
well, she said.
Decorations adorned the entire
campus as residents of greek
houses and dormitories dressed the
outside of their residences with
posters and colorful paraphanaiia.
Spirit was at its all-time high and
a big bonfire the night before the
game was a tradition.
"Everybody was involved and
that was the great thing about it."
she said.
IN RECALLING the day of the
homecoming game and coronation,

she recalls most vividly the
weather.
"It was freezing.
The
temperature was just horrible,"
she said. "I remember when I got
out the Key Yearbook for 1951 it
said 'shivering royalty viewing the
game' underneath our picture."
Attendance at the games was
good, although the cold weather
resulted in a smaller turnout even
for homecoming, she said.
Although Borden's attire for the
day was formal for the special occasion most of the females were
dressed in saddle shoes, bobby
socks and head scarfs. Her male
escort wore a suit and skinny tie.
BORDEN SAID her boyfriend
then, a Sigma Chi, was delighted
that she was chosen queen despite
all of the sudden popularity. Once
the excitement of the weekend was
over, she was still the same girl to
him. Nothing changed in their relationship because she was the campus queen.
Following the afternoon
festivities, there was an evening
Coronation Ball in honor of the
queen sponsored by one of the
men's groups on campus. The ball
was a date dance, usually preceded
by dinner. Formal attire was not
required, but dresses and heels
were worn. Girls carried the
mums that their dates gave them
for the game rather than getting
new flowers.
continued on page 3

Davis-Besse adds
emergency center
by Mart* Cisterino
News staff reporter

A new $18 million administrative office building, recently completed at
the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, was designed to house the expanded nuclear staff and facilitate the
analysis of any emergency at the
station.
The building will house about 150
employee offices and an energyeducation center. Should a nuclear
emergency occur, the facility will
become the nerve center for plant officials and the media.
Shortly after the 1979 Three Mile
Island accident near Harrisburg, PA.,
a Toledo Edison corporate task force
was formed. A study completed by the
force resulted in plans to construct an
emergency planning facility that
would provide additional facilities for
administrative and technical
personnel.
DAVIS-BESSE is not the only plant
with this type of facility. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has been
developing requirements for
emergency response facilities at all
nuclear plant power ?"?c.
Judith Hirsch, emergency planning
and preparedness supervisor, said the
building provides equipment
necessary for an emergency and also
space needed for planning emergency
strategies.
Because the building serves a double function, the second floor will be
used as administrative office space as
soon as final equipment is installed
next week.
The first floor emergency control
area includes a technical support
center, an emergency control center,
a coordination area for local, state
and federal officials, a radiological

Weather

testing laboratory and a media briefing room.
EACH OF THESE specific areas
contains a variety of highly specialized computer and data systems
carefully monitored by Toledo Edison
engineers and employees who are
trained to recognize a nuclear
emergency.
In the event of an emergency, immediate action is taken within the
facility to assure both safety and promptness in notifying proper
authorities and residents of what
steps to follow.
A complete area-nuclear emergency plan was formulated by Edison officials and distributed to residents
within a 10-mile radius of the plant
and also to the Coast Guard since that
area would include a portion of Lake
Erie.
The plan centers on Ottawa County
and includes Bay, Benton, Carroll,
Erie, Harris, Portage and Salem
Townships in Lucas County.
IF AN EMERGENCY occurs, persons living in these areas might be
asked to move to care centers in nearby towns for a short time.
While Edison officials believe it is
not likely that the public would be endangered by any malfunction at
Davis-Besse, they said some events
could require immediate notification
of local and state authorities.
The greatest concern of Edison in
the event of an emergency is to protect the public through communication and relay of information, Hirsch
said.
HIRSCH EXPLAINED there are
several examples of potential
emergency problems the plant could
continued on page 4
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Snow flurries. High in
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20s. SO percent chance of
precipitation.
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Attention!
Thar* It a military prasenca on campus, and every Tuesday Air Forca ROTC members line up (or
uniform Inspection and marching drills. Fred Kundrata, a Junior cadet 2nd lieutenant, inspects
sophomore Karan Stevenson for proper posture, appearance and wearing of the uniform.
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Saturn

'The Imaginary Invalid'
offers healthy laugh

from page 11

proximately 200,000 miles from one
side to the other and are "chock full ot
stuff."
Another theory of the rings,
spawned by the 1977-launched Voyager Mission, is that there exists only
one actual ring that circles the planet
somewhat like the rings of a phonograph.
"It looks like a series of concentric
circles," Doel said, "but there's the
possibility that it's just one ring wrapped around Saturn in a groove."
Adding to the confusion, the rings of
Saturn change in form with the season, Doel said, and so the knowledge
gained from Voyager's photographs
are merely "frozen moments in
time," soon to be outdated by evolution.
A moon of Saturn, Titan, was also
looked at more closely through the
mission, or at least a closer look was
attempted, said Doel.
"No one really expected to find too
much out there," he said. "But we
found that Titan has one of the thickest atmospheres of any satellite in the
solar system. There is absolutely
nothing that can be seen beneath its
surface: it's made of smog 300 miles
high."
The success of the mission seems to
have been large enough for a lot of
scientists, as Doel claims they are
eagerly looking forward to its next
planet close-ups of Uranus and Neptune.
"We have even less of an inkling of
what we're going to find out there,"
said Doel. "But it will be a far more
boring world out here if we don't get
the chance to look."

University theater opened its
1961-62 season last night with the
presentation of Mouere's The
Imaginary Invalid.
Dr. Robert Hansen of the University's theater department is directing the 12-member cast and is also
the production's scenic designer.
He has taken Molier's popular
comedy and added some excellent
imitations of Marx Brothers characters, elements from Saturday
Night Live, and lines from popular
movies such as Airplane and Mommie Dearest in an attempt to create a free-wheeling, spirited
production.
The plot revolves around a hypochondriac named Mr. Argon and
the problems arising when he arranges the marriage of his eldest
daughter, Angelica, to a doctor.
Argon wants to have a doctor for a
son-in-law, for his own use, but his
daughter is in love with another
man. Argon's housekeeper wants
Angelica to marry the man she
loves and Argon's wife wants Angelica to become a nun. Needless to
say the plot is rather complicated
and leaves opportunities for many
funny moments.
The cast is lead by Stan Friedman who is adequate in his portrayal of Mr. Argon. Mrs. Argon is
cleverly played by Catherine Theobald as are her daughters Cindy
Hewett and Marry Carrig.

given by Jill Bloede as the Argon]s
housekeeper. Bloede's character is
wonderfully entertaining and she
carries the play with her sarcastic
wit and sometimes obnoxious humor.
Others in the cast are William
Williams, Jackson Silbaugh, Alan
Hall, Christopher Kern, Dean Slusser, Tom McSweeney, and Douglas
Roy.
Hansen has done a superb job
with the set of Invalid. The unique
design is complimented by the
many pill bottles, medical supplies
and charts that surround it. The set
is a work of art in itself and an
invaluable asset to the production.

Review by
Jean Dimeo
The Imaginary Invalid will continue nightly through Saturday at 8
p.m. in the Main Auditorium, University Hall.
Tickets are $3.50 for adults, $2.50
for senior citizens, and $1.50 for
students. Reduced rates are available for groups of 15 or more
adults. Tickets can be purchased at
the Main Auditorium box office
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or can be reserved.

staff photo by Dal* Omorl
In the tradition ot the Marx Brothers, Tom McSweeny, Bill Williams, Jack Silbaugh and Stan Friedman (on ground)
entertain passers-by. The tour were promoting the play "The Imaginary Invalid" that opened last night.

Community dinner theaters combine food, drink, entertainment
by Marie Clsterino
News staff reporter
Community dinner theaters have
been gaining popularity ever since the
middle 1970s when restaurant owners
found success in combining a buffetstyle dinner with a drama or a musical.
Patrons can sip on cocktails before

dinner, fill their plates at the buffet
and then sit down at a table in front of
or around the stage to watch a performance.
Going into its eighth season, the
Westgate Dinner Theatre, located in
the Westgate Shopping Center on Secor Road in Toledo, is recognized for
its live theater entertainment in Ohio.
A buffet-style dinner is served ana

FOOTBALL
HOMECOMING

included in the price of admission to
the performance. In addition to the
main show, the waitresses and waiters make up "The Added Attraction,"to present a pre-show review of
song ana dance.
Northwest Ohio, Westgate opened its
doors in November of 1974 with its
first performance of Once More with
Feeling, and is the only theater in the
area presenting live Broadway-type

LOCATED IN the tiny historical
entertainment six nights a week all
town of Grand Rapids, about 15 miles
year.
Giggles Galore, is on stage until west of Bowling Green, Girty's Back
Stage, part of La Roes Restaurant,
Nov. 24 when the next show, / Love features a weekly Saturday dinner
myWife will take the billing.
theater.
The Westgate box office is open for
information and ticket reservations
A buffet-style dinner is offered to
daily from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. except
Mondays 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Doors open patrons and is included in the price of
at 5:30 p.m.
admission to the performance.

Brookdale Stables
Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons

Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

655-2193
HRS.
E^as^a
MON.-SAT.
8-5
ENDOFS.COLLEGE

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75. Drive West To
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freyman Rd.
Turn East & Continue 200 Yds
14810 FREYMAN WD. - CYGNET
• BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for'
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

353-8381

CORNER OF NAPOLEON

SIC-SICHAS
FALCON SPIRIT.
DO YOU?

The Mad Show, a satirical take-off
on Mad Magazine opened the theater.
The current feature is a musical comedy called The Devil and Mrs. Smith.
which will be featured until
Christmas when it is replaced by
Lilies of the Field.
Hours on Saturday evening begin at
6:30 p.m. and dinner is served until 8
p.m. Reservations are recommended.

TAKE A ROAD TRIP
TO SEE:
TORONTO, CANADA
Stay at the Royal York Hotel
NOVEMBER 13-15
Cost $110.00.
"Show Boat"
at the Carousel Dinner Theatre
Ravenna, Ohio
Sunday, Nov. 8
Cost $22.50

Sign Up In UAO Office
Or for more info call 2-2343

DEADLINE: FRIDAY, OCT. 23!

2 for 1
FLOATS

Moonlight Madness
Hairs, Oct 22 7-10 PM
Take advantage of many BG
Merchants' bargains during
this special event.

Thursday, 11 am - close,
at Pagliais, get 1 ROOT
BEER FLOAT FREE when
you purchase one RED POP
float for 80«(Eat-ln-Only)

Sponsored by the
Downtown Business Association.

STUDENTS SAVE 10 per cent on any hairstyling
service For example, haircuts just $7.20
shampoo $1 80 blow-dry styling only $3.60.
Open weekdays 10-9, Saturday 9-7, and
Sundav 12 5.
Appointments newer needed, but recommended
lor perms S coloring

«

f^

'

-m

Command IVrformanee
HJURSTYLmGFORHlNAMD WOMB!
1072 N. Main StrMf

352-8518

(Balwean Stat* Liquor Store 1 Rina'a-Krogor
' 9e' r,fSi uvemaiionai Sefvces Co'DO'attO'1

PoglfoPs
a.
440 E. Court
352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main
352-7571
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Reagan strives to reduce economic gap
CANCUN, Mexico (AP)-President
Ronald Reagan gave conditional approval yesterday to negotiations aimed at narrowing the gap between the
world's richest and poorest nations
but also defended the U.S. "track
record of success" in international
economics. He said it was achieved
without "flashy new gimmicks."
Reagan's remarks at the opening of
the North-South summit conference of
22 nations in the Yucatan Peninsula
resort were the first indication since

he arrived Wednesday that his administration would take part in
"global negotiations" favored by
many of the participants.
BUT HE SAID the talks must be
based on "four essential
understandings."
The historic two-day conference
was opened by Mexican President
Jose Lopez Portillo, the host, who
criticized the current world economic
order as "unjust and unfair."

Reagan, saying "words are cheap,"
and "cooperative action is neededand needed now," urged low-income
countries to develop their markets
and exports not by weakening "the
very system that has served us so
well," but by improving it.
The conference's first session ran
nearly five hours, with speeches by
the leader of each delegation. Asked
the reaction of other participants to
his remarks, Reagan said, "a number
of people were very kind and came up
and said nice things."

JEAN PIERRE COT, French
minister for cooperation and development, accompanying President Francois Mitterrand, said Reagan's address was "a move forward from
previous U.S. statements on the
issue" of global negotiations.
Carlos Fuentes, a close advisor to
Lopez Portillo, said it was "positive
because it gives leeway to the other
world leaders to pursue the issue of
global negotiations."
Reagan's highly-qualified backing

developing and developed world,
there was a great deal of
enthusiasm."
Most of the participants called for
creation of a World Bank affiliate to
help the developing world meet the increasing cost of energy, said
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan.
We do not see the need for it,"
Regan said, because 27 percent of the
World Bank's funding is devoted to
energy and "that could be up
somewhat and the same purpose
would be accomplished.

for global negotiations ran counter to
the virtually unanimous support for
such talks by other delegations.
SECRETARY OF STATE Alexander Haig said the leaders' speeches
ranged from those thai were
"somewhat more strident" to others
that offered a more constructive
spirit. He offered no details to illustrate what he meant by strident.
Haig said no speaker criticized
Reagan's address. Quite to the contrary," Haig said, "from both the

Queen of 1951 reminisces

Election of senior rep changes over time
by Marie Cisterino
News staff reporter

The newspapers dubbed her
"Queen for a cold day."
But not even the gusty chills, so
traditional in Bowling Green during the fall season, could keep Dottie Burger, the 1951 University
Homecoming Queen, from taking
her place in. front of the cheering
crowd.
She traveled to the stadium in a
convertible.

Courtesy of Archival Collections
Dorothy (Burger) Borden

HER CROWN was a circle of
yellow chrysanthemums that matched her bouquet. Her two attendants carried bronze mum sprays.
A senior representative of Delta
Gamma sorority, she wore a knit
dress, pumps and a fur coat.
The Falcon marching band formed an honor guard and played "A,
You're Adorable," as Burger and
her attendants walked with their
escorts from the far side of the football field to the speaker's stand.
The fact that the Falcon football
team settled for a homecoming
game tie of 27-27 with Uie Flashes
of Kent State was only a disappointment. For this was her day, a
mixture of delight, excitement and
pride for Burger and her parents.
NOW , 30 years later, Dorothy
Burger is Mrs. Robert Borden, the
wife of a Fremont doctor and
mother of three adults and one
teenager.

Reminiscing about her college
years sparks only a slight twinge of
displeasure as she realizes that 30
years have come and gone since
her royalty days at the University.
But, nonetheless, amidst snickering and teasing from her offspring,
she had no trouble focusing on her
earlier life as an active, involved
student in the years she described
as "specially good years."
Homecoming traditions have
frogressively changed with time,
estivities of today contrast sharply with those of 30 years ago.
Election of the homecoming
representative was a campus-wide
event, and nominations were not
limited strictly to a female in
senior standing. Her two attendants were a sophomore and a
freshman.
AS PRESIDENT of Delta Gamma sorority, a member of the
Association of Women Students,
Student Senate and also involved in
the all-campus sing at Christmas
time, Borden was nominated by
her sorority sisters to what she
called "preferential ballot."
Instead of individuals placing
nominations with a certain
organization, such as the University Activities Organization, candidate's pictures would be posted
in the Ola Administration Building
and students would vote for their
favorites by rating them on a scale
of one to ten.

After the selection was narrowed
down to six candidates in the first
election, a second election was held
and the top three vote getters in
order became the queen and two
attendants.
Politics did not play a part in the
decision of the winner. Burger
believes the entire process and
selection was in fun and not a
elitical issue. Each candidate was
eked with a great deal of publicity and support by their sponsors
who posted signs and campaigned
for their representative.
SHE SAID as a candidate, she
recalls visiting a lot of the fraternities in hopes of drumming up
some support.
Homecoming week was always
filled with community spirit. Not
just the fraternities and sororities
were involved, but campus
organizations and dormitories as
well, she said.
Decorations adorned the entire
campus as residents of greek
houses and dormitories dressed the
outside of their residences with
posters and colorful paraphanalia.
Spirit was at its all-time high and
a big bonfire the night before the
game was a tradition.
"Everybody was involved and
that was the great thing about it,"
she said.
IN RECALLING the day of the
homecoming game and coronation,

she recalls most vividly the
weather.
"It was freezing.
The
temperature was just horrible,"
she said. "I remember when I got
out the Key Yearbook for 1951 it
said 'shivering royalty viewing the
game' underneath our picture."
Attendance at the games was
good, although the cold weather
resulted in a smaller turnout even
for homecoming, she said.
Although Borden's attire for the
day was formal for the special occasion most of the females were
dressed in saddle shoes, bobby
socks and head scarfs. Her male
escort wore a suit and skinny tie.
BORDEN SAID her boyfriend
then, a Sigma Chi, was delighted
that she was chosen queen despite
all of the sudden popularity. Once
the excitement of the weekend was
over, she was still the same girl to
him. Nothing changed in their relationship because she was the campus queen.
Following the afternoon
festivities, there was an evening
Coronation Ball in honor of the
queen sponsored by one of the
men's groups on campus. The ball
was a date dance, usually preceded
by dinner. Formal attire was not
required, but dresses and heels
were worn. Girls carried the
mums that their dates gave them
for the game rather than getting
new flowers.
continued on page 3

Davis-Besse adds
emergency center
by Marie Cisterino
testing laboratory and a media briefing room.
News staff reporter
EACH OF THESE specific areas
A new $18 million administrative office building, recently completed at contains a variety of highly specializthe Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Sta- ed computer and data systems
tion, was designed to house the ex- carefully monitored by Toledo Edison
panded nuclear staff and facilitate the engineers and employees who are
analysis of any emergency at the trained to recognize a nuclear
emergency.
station.
In the event of an emergency, imThe building will house about 150
employee offices and an energy- mediate action is taken within the
education center. Should a nuclear facility to assure both safety and proemergency occur, the facility will mptness in notifying proper
become the nerve center for plant of- authorities and residents of what
steps to follow.
ficials and the media.
Shortly after the 1979 Three Mile
A complete area-nuclear emergenIsland accident near Harrisburg, PA., cy plan was formulated by Edison ofa Toledo Edison corporate task force ficials and distributed to residents
was formed. A study completed by the within a 10-mile radius of the plant
force resulted in plans to construct an and also to the Coast Guard since that
emergency planning facility that area would include a portion of Lake
would provide additional facilities for Erie.
administrative and technical
The plan centers on Ottawa County
personnel.
and includes Bay, Benton, Carroll,
DAVIS-BESSE is not the only plant Erie, Harris, Portage and Salem
with this type of facility. The Nuclear Townships in Lucas County.
Regulatory Commission has been
IF AN EMERGENCY occurs, perdeveloping requirements for sons living in these areas might be
emergency response facilities at all asked to move to care centers in nearnuclear plant power ?'♦?:.
by towns for a short time.
Judith Hirsch, emergency planning
While Edison officials believe it is
and preparedness supervisor, said the
building provides equipment not likely that the public would be endangered
by any malfunction at
necessary for an emergency and also
Xce needed for planning emergency Davis-Besse, they said some events
could require immediate notification
itegies.
Because the building serves a dou- of local and state authorities.
The greatest concern of Edison in
ble function, the second floor will be
used as administrative office space as the event of an emergency is to prosoon as final equipment is installed tect the public through communication and relay of information, Hirsch
next week.
The first floor emergency control said.
HIRSCH EXPLAINED there are
area includes a technical support
center, an emergency control center, several examples of potential
a coordination area for local, state emergency problems the plant could
and federal officials, a radiological
continued on page 4
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Oxfam fast provides hunger relief
How many people on campus know
what day last Friday was, other than
October 16? Probably very few, as
there was nothing at all about it in The
BGNews.
Last Friday was officially World
Food Day, a day that Is supposed to
promote understanding of the causes
of hunger and what we can do about it.
Well, better late than never, so I will
attempt to tell you what you should
know about hunger.
According to a report issued by the
United Nations Development ProSam last year, 50,000 people around
e world die of starvation every day.
One out of every five people suffer
from hunger, ana yet, the main cause
of hunger is not that the world cannot
support this number of people; it is
just that those who need it most cannot get what there is. There is no
ehysical reason for anyone to be
ungry, but hundreds of millions still
are.
Some hunger relief organizations
seem to think America can and should

Focus
by Steven Gunhouse
Social Justice Committee
teed all the rest of the world. Wrong
on both counts. It is physically impossible for us to feed the rest of the
world with our present technology,
and doing so would ruin the economy
of every other country in the world.
If we just give away food, we force
the people we give it to to depend on
us tor even more food since their
native agriculture cannot compete
with our prices. We put their farmers
out of business, making them depend
on us even more. We should cooperate
with them by showing them now to
raise more and better crops on their
own land, not try to feed them all
ourselves. But how do we do this?
When I transferred to the Universi-

ty this quarter, I knew of no organization that did this kind of work. Now,
thanks to the Social Justice Committee, I have found one that does. That
one is Orfam, an organization that
helps supply seed, fertilizer, and
other modern agricultural materials,
methods and information to developing countries. But like all international aid organizations, Oxfam is not
self-sufficient. They need our help.
During the week of November 15-21.
Oxfam is sponsoring their annual
"Fast for a World Harvest". You are
supposed to skip meals one day and
donate what you would have paid for
meals to Oxfam, and they will use this
to buy seeds and such for developing
countries. Locally, the fast is being
run by the Social Justice Committee.
During the fast there will be containers marked Oxfam at the cashiers
in each of the cafeterias for donations.
If you would like to help out and do
not eat in the cafeterias, contact the
Social Justice Committee at oncampus mailbox 87.

Lettersoriented and originated nine years
ago from the Falcon Marching Band.
As a big ORANGE homecoming
weekend draws near, we hope for a
great turnout for the game on Saturday to see our gridtfers send the
Rockets to OBLIVION!!
BUFFO says: GET INVOLVED!
Come out and join the snake dance,
pep rally and bonfire tonight.

Band boosts spirit
through BUFFO
BUFFO is spirit say the signs
around campus. Who is BUFFO and
what does it stand for?
BUFFO (Boo-fo) exists only to promote spirit at the University, much
like Sic Sic. Although only active during fall quarter, BUFFO is music-

Come to the game Saturday and
support our team for four quarters
and our band for one!
BUFFO says: Students, catch the

The BG News
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Advocate rights
to earn respect
In response to the letter from Ms.
Connelly, Ms. Samuel and Ms.
Mikuluk, there are many people at
BGSU who do advocate women's
rights per se". We believe that among
those rights is the right to respect for
one's dignity as a person. Verbal
abuse and rude remarks are not a
sign of respect.
Because women are most frequently the subjects of such abuse (commonly known as "cat calls" because
of the similarity to tomcat hehaviotc,
it seems «<xrurtte to 'talk about'!
"women's rights" to not be subjected
to such abuse.
Unfortunate as it may be, "rights"
are rarely accorded to people who do
not advocate "rights per se" but, instead, plead only for specific
behaviors
Susan S.Arpad
Women's Studies Program
Editor's note: Due to the
breakdown of our computers, the format of the
editorial page was changed.
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Falcon Frenzy and Gridders, defuel
the Rockets!! 1
BUFFO
c/o University Bands
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DO YOU?
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MEADOWVIEW COURT

• ALL UTILIIIES INCLL'KO
LXCEPT titcmicirY
• LAUNDRV FACILITIES
AVAILABLE

• SWIMMING TOOL
• CAME DOOM
. PARTY ROOM
•SAUNA

214 Napoleon

352-1195

1
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Everybody is still engaged wi
"our issues ', "our problems" "•*
preferences andtohkes" and
terests. What about our real problem:
everyone's existence and final survival. The maximum participation
and concern over this issue is an occasional conversation and the reading of
an article.
You may think,"What can we do?
Here we are right in front of the two
super-powers and things look depressing." You are right. Things are truly
very depressing, but there is a hope.
Why did I write this column? You
forget very easily. Saturday, October
24 is United Nations Day.

1500

Name:
MATCH
State:

City:

) Enclose 11.00for lite

TheFraaerCo.
1020 N. Main St.
Findlay, OH 45640

BUY THE
ALL-SPORTS PASS

AND SAVE!

Zip:

illulll

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
MARKETING, SALES, COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS:

Solid Redwood

Here's your chance for experience!

«

APARTMENTS CLOSE
TO CAMPUS

6" x 6" $5.95

STUDENT
BODY WEEK
1981

postage pd.

Solid Redwood
Orange or Black letters
(special orders welcome)

Short-term leases available

TU THINKS
THEY HAVE
THE BEST
STUDENTS
IN THE MIC
RIGHT OR WRONG?

It is logical for anyone to realize
that what he said was known not only
to him but by others as well. But what
happened? What is going on?

.

Make check, money order, cash to:

APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING

Special Two Person Rate
on 2 Bedroom Apartments

WOULD YOU STUFF
800 ENVELOPES FOR $500?
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The problem lies with the tact that
this newspaper article was read by
many and thought about for a little
-while. Then the readers turned the
page. What about the things
Eisenhower mentioned? What he said
was serious business and a very
strong base to rely on.

Well, General Eisenhower said that

IN* v ' J"' I WO h' vijM -g 000 er>>«*opn * y«, wo-e MX a' Kurt il ,o> me tooting
(o> anairto «-r~^io Wp bo"» »Kf *c«c"< Wwgglatol tcooy then you a*t >i to your
loTHty ond you'MH '0 «y cm (0~p*pas -o<li«g p'ogio—

I FALCON SPIRIT, j
i

Focus

$500.

i

many years ago and it is almost certain that both these great powers are
now more advanced and those seventeen times are undoubtedly many
more.

I was in Athens in January 1980, just
a few days before I came to the United
States, when I watched a documentary on TV which impressed me. It
showed the efforts of two American
brothers trying to assist two en- by Thanos Liarakos
dangered species: a golden eagle and
a bear. It is well known that many University Student
scientists, organizations, etc. are
working to preserve endangered
species. Large sums of money and more the medications: treaties, peace
treaties, international agreements,
technological means are available.
I must admit that I envy those peace slogans, proclamations, marches and demonstrations against war.
people.
While I was watching those things, I
All of the above don't seem to bring
truly felt jealousy for the golden
eagles and the bears. Not for their about the desirable result.
struggle for existence in the cold
climates. We don't have to worry
"It is impossible to abolish war with
about that because the OPEC coun- proclamations of peace by the United
tries ,will provide u& with oil this Natiouv The .armies and the tanks
. winter. Mitftalousy vMUterwen from have KjBfeto *|f-nj|ny times-by eo'the fact'flat I •oefongTcTa*yiffefWlt itfg ww mites nuim^mth treaties
species where the efforts for survival for peace". This sad and very true
do not have the same results.
observation was made by the Soviet
You may think that I exaggerate Yeftusenko.
the efforts that take place.
Some time ago, someone sent me a
I certainly do not underestimate
anyone's efforts. Efforts by the clipping about General Eisenhower
governments of small, large and saying that the U.S. was so sufficientsuper-large nations, by peace-seeking ly armed it could destroy the world
organizations and movements and ten times while the Soviet Union could
definately efforts by the United Na- destroy the world only seven times. So
tions. I have never underestimated ten plus seven equals seventeen.
these efforts. What worries me is not When I read it, I thought that only
the fact that there are no efforts for once was necessary and the other sixour survival, but that we haven't teen unnecessary. Once would be
enough.
come up with the cure.
Many are the physicians and many

|

\

World power: a threat to peace

1 Bedroom from $170/Mo Apts.
2 Bedroom from |250/Mo Apts.

/

Some Utilities PAID
Call 352-0717 or stop by

Maurer Green Rentals
224 E. Wooster St.

STUDENT
BODY
CONSTITUTION

Fraternity - Sorority
• party favors
• wall plaques
(attached metal hooks included)
• 3 x 3 keychain $4.95
Send Order to

m

SHOPS, INC
11 5 W Merry $t

Dorothy Joyce
Owner
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People in the
News
University men chosen for the
lW-82 bowling team are DON
RUDY. RICK VOIJLMER, SAM
8ANTABARBARA. DAVE
DETRICK, JErF RUDY, GARY
HULL and RUSS RADER. Women
chosen were CATHY MCCONNELL, BEV KUDELA, BARB
CLATTERBUCK, SHELLY
NELSON, JOYCE GREENISEN,
REV A ANDERSON and LINDA
BRA UN.
The 1M1 recipient of the Ohio
Educational Library/Media
AaMdattea Scholarship is NANCY
COLEMAN of OberUn. She is a
librarian for three of Oberlin's five
punlic schools and is completing

BG log
The UNIVERSITY FRIENDS
OF THE LIBRARY AND CENTER
FOR ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS
will bold a book and record sale 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. tomorrow in Room
122 of the Library. Proceeds will
benefit the Library.
The UNIVERSITY CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA will perform at 3
p.m. Sunday in Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission is free.
The HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
CLUB will meet at 7 p.m. Sunday
at the Home Management House
on Troup Street. Internships will be
discussed.

Black groups host homecoming activities

ner Bachelor of Science degree at
the University.
CAPTAIN PAUL COOK, a doctoral candidate in industrial
psychology and CAPTAIN
EUGENE LEWIS, a professor in
aerospace studies, were awarded
Air Force Meritorious Service
Medals. Cook received his medal
for outstanding initiative and
organizational abilities while
assigned to Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas, from 1977 to 1981.
Lewis was awarded his medal for
innovative management practices
while in the 509 Avionics
Maintenance Squadron, Pease Air
Force Base, N.H.; from 1978 to
1981.

The FALCON FUN RUN will be
held from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Sunday at Whittaker Track.
REV. BOB MUMFORD, nationally known lecturer, will speak
at 7 p.m. Sunday in the Grand
Ballroom, Union. There also will be
a musical presentation by the
"Marturion" ensemble.The evening is sponsored by the Charts
Community Church.
University Assistant Professor of
Political Science DR. BENJAMIN
MUEGO will speak on the topic:
"The Arms Race: Pros and Cons,"
at 8 p.m. Monday in 207 Hanna
Hall. The symposium is sponsored
by the Social Justice Committee
and is free and open to all.

by Kathleen Koahar
New* stall reporter
The Ebony Affair is the collective
name used to describe a host of
Homecoming activities being sponsored by several University black
organizations this weekend.
The ebony events, began last night
with a show of the interest groups.
Deanna Okoiti, Coordinator for Social
and Cultural Activities for Student
Development, said the Black Greek
Council sponsored this show of color
and costumes to distinguish the interest groups and female organizations that have affiliations with the
fraternities, from the black greeks.

Queen

Tonight at 8 p.m. in the Recital
Hall, West Hall, the Pageant of the
Black Greeks will give students a
chance to display their singing, dancing talents and snowing combinations
of clothing and paraphenalia.
OKOrn described the pageant as a
reunion between graduated greeks
and those performing tonight. They
honor the older greeks who have come
back. It's reunion, really." she said.
Proceeds from an Alpha Affair, a
disco dance held last night, sponsored
by Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, were
donated to the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People.

Tomorrow, Homecoming activities
continue at the Poet's Corner in the
Amani Lounge at 7 p.m. Graduate
and undergraduate students will be
reading poetry before the Amani Coffee House which featured the Stanley
Cowell Quartet at 9 p.m. Charge for
the coffee house is $1.
An Alumni Ball, sponsored by the
Black Student Union, has a two-fold
purpose. Proceeds from the ball,
which starts tomorrow at 10 p.m., will
go to the Jackson-Tolliver Scholarship Fund.
THE SCHOLARSHIP was started
by BSU in 1979 and named after two
black women who died at the University. The administration agreed to

match the funds raised by BSU if the
group is able to raise $5,000. Almost
6,000 has been raised.
A disc jockey will provide entertainment for the ball, and a professional
photographer will be on hand to take
pictures of couples who want a
souvenir of the evening.
On Sunday, Voices in Celebration
will perform gospel music. Several
out-of-town choirs have been asked to
participate as well as, a male ensemble from the University gospel choir,
a soloist from the choir and a religious
dance group of University students.
The groups will perform at the First
United Methodist Church, 1506 East
Wooster St. at 7 p.m.

Jeans were also restricted and
only allowed to be worn on Saturday, she said. These rules caused
resentment by the students and led
to an eventual student strike in
front of the Administration
Building which achieved nationwide publicity for Bowling Green.

marrying she gave up her full-time
job and tutored for awhile.
Home life and raising a family
keeps her happy today.
She never had to tell her children
that she was the college homecoming queen because her picture as
queen remained prominent on the
wall of her parents home where the
children could see it.
One of her sons, Brent, 24, is a
senior art education major who
will be graduating from the
University in December.
The University alumnus regards
her years here as "happy ones."
"I loved being at school and I truly loved my four years at BG. They
were wonderful years."

from pig* 1

Aside from homecoming, Borden
remembered several things from
her past, both good and bad, about
the University.
One thing she missed coming
back as an alumnus was a log
cabin-like building called the
Falcon's Nest that used to be where
Alice Prout Hall now stands. It was
considered to be the campus landmark. She said not only her, but
numerous alumni were disappointed to find it was no longer a
part of the University community.
EVERYONE would go there to
meet because it was the social
gathering place on campus. Coffee
and donuts were served and you

always had a good time, she said.
Marion Moore, wife of the late
University President Dr. Hollis
Moore Jr., was one of the chief instigators of the project who pushed
to keep it alive as long as it was,
she added.
One campus turmoil she recalled, was coming back her
sophomore year to find that the
University had established what
they called "car rules."
"We had to sign our life away to
receive permission to go home with
a young man," she said. "A letter
had to be sent by our parents to the
Dean of Women's office for approval. We just were not allowed in
cars with boys at all."

BECAUSE SHE didn't limit her
friendships to only sorority sisters,
Borden said she gained a lot of
friendships while in school most of
which are still fresh today with occasional calls and mail
correspondence.
Her elementary education major
got her a two year teaching job in
her hometown of Tiffin, but after
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WHO'S GOT
THE MOST
SPIRIT
BGORTU?

WANTED:
CABARET
DIRECTOR

Spook 'Em With A

MONSTERGRAM!
6 foot x 1 foot Personal Message
ONLY $1.00
On sale Oct.20-23 and 26
University Hall 10a.m.-2p.m.
Delivered Friday Oct.30
On Campus Only

SPIRIT DAY: OCT. 24th

for Cabaret Dec. 3 & 4
APPLY NOW!
^/ DEADLINE: TUESDAY
OCT

x»
rruTo^r
^r
Come to the Cabaret!

i>M
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t*
Dixie Electric Co
Ia«.
An EiKcrtai

Utility

WISHES TO EXTEND
A WARM WELCOME TO
ALUMNI & GUESTS

Saturday, Oct. 24
Yes, this Saturday Dixie will*be
celebrating its 8th year as
northwest Ohio's only utility outlet.
We will be having contests, specials,
mad midnight 2 for - 1 plus
many surprises.
So come on out and see why the
Dixie has remained No. 1 in
entertainment in the Toledo
area for the last 8 years.

POOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO<

~ GOOD LUCK ~
A/ FALCONS!! Aj
Stop in and choose from
a large selection of gift
items:
JL.

T-shirts
Sweat shirts & pants

.JL.

Stationary
Posters

Picture frames
and more!!

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
COMt HUG VOUWMIFIN

%

530 EAST WOOSTER - across from founders

351-7732

4 The M. Ne»> October U, INI
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Mortar Board picks selectively
From these applicants, 25 are chosen
based upon their service and leadership experience in a diversity of activities.
MORTAR BOARD sponsors many
activities throughout the year, including a Homecoming breakfast for
alumni, faculty, and student
members; a charity Christmas party,
an alumni newsletter, and cake
service.
The Mortar Board cake service has
been redesigned for the 1981-82 school
year, and the response has been terrific, said Shotts. Although the major
purchasers so far have been parents

Mortar Board, a nationally
recognized senior honor society, has a
main goal of serving the campus and
community.
There are Mortar Board chapters at
nearly every major university. The
Cap and Gown chapter at the University currently has 25 members,
selected from a field of about 2,000
eligible students.
Juniors with a 3.0 grade point
average are contacted every spring
about applying for membership. Of
these 2,000 about 300-350 students reply, according to Krina Shorts, vice
president of tapping and initiation.

of freshmen, who are informed of the
service during orientation, the cakes
can be purchased by students who
want to nave them delivered to other
students.
The cakes, which cost $3, are supplied
by Howard Johnson's. They are
available all year and can be ordered
by contacting the Residence Life office, 425 Students Services Bldg., or
any Mortar Board member. Two
weeks notice is necessary.
Proceeds from the cake service go
into Mortar Board's basic fund, which
is used to finance their various
activities.

Bowling Green Alumni.
Have you seen

Major or minor steam leaks, a mahave that may require public notification and possible evacuation. The ex- or electrical failure or a tornado are
tent of the danger to residents and .ust a few of the safety hazards the
plant employees is determined by the plant might have to deal with in the
future.
severity of the problem.
Evacuation plans for surrounding
Although Edison follows a criteria
of four specific emergency levels, communities are detailed and
rated from lowest to highest In severi- thorough. General instructions are
ty, each is similar in recognizing listed on a fact sheet that each
several key emergency elements. One residence received.
is a potential degradation of the safeTHE PLAN STATES that official
ty level of the plant which might include contaminated injuries of plant notice to relocate will be given by
personnel, requiring medical treat- radio and television messages. A new
ment outside of the plant. The amount siren system also was installed
of radiation released in the accident is recently to alert residents and offshore boaters on Lake Erie.
also considered.

Residents have been forwarned that
should relocation be necessary, one
hour should be sufficient to pack
clothes and necessities. Care centers
will serve as temporary quarters until
an all-clear has been established.
The Coast Guard will be sent out on
the lake within the 10-mile area to
notify boaters of the alert.
Edison officials said it is unlikely
that an emergency severe enough to
cause an evacuation, would occur.
Residents would be safer to stay in
their homes during a small alert
rather than be out en the highways
and cause a potential chaos.
I

ELECTION NOTICE

Congradulations
to the 1981

Advisory Committee on

Homecoming
Senior Representative

We're even better than before!
LIKE EITERTWHdEMT:
STACY
MTCHHUT
KEN
C0WDEI
THIS FRIDAY £ SATUHDAY
930?
SI COVER
LUNCH & DINNER MENU
IN EFFECT ALL DAY, FEATURING:
Lasagna, salad, & bread
only $4.95
WE TAKE RESERVATIONS!
STATE ST. @ WOOSTER

Beth EUenberger
Sue Martinson
Margaret Potapchuk
Cheryl Shaffer
Patrica Wise
and...

A BIG THANK YOU TO:
all that applied and
wee on the selection
panel

353 8735

General Fee Allocations
An election will be K*ld on Fridoy. November 13, 1961, lo nome four (4) undergroduote student* and
on* (I) groduote student as at-large members of the Advisory Committee on Generol Fee Allocations.
Students who are interested in becoming candidates for election to ACGFA or* required to file a
statement of condidocy ond petition forms which will be available in the Offke of the Deon of
Students. 305 Student Services Building, on Monday. October 26, 1961. Completed forms must be
returned to that office by Wednesday, November 4, 1981.
Candidates may be full-time or port-time students. However, port-time students must have been
registered the previous Spring or Summer Quarter to be eligible for election to ACGFA. Candidates
must be registered students for the planned term of office which is the 1981-1983 academic year. All
candidates will be certified as to their eligibility by the ACGFA Election Committee.
The ACGFA Election Committee will conduct the election and will rule on violations of election procedures. Copies of the ACGFA Election Procedures for 1981 are available upon request In the Offke of
the Dean of Students, 305 Student Services Building.

GOT THE TIRED OF STUDYING BLUES?

HISTORY

1. Are you an EFFICIENT
READER?
FAST? ACCURATE?
FLEXIBLE?

COURSES OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO NON-MAJORS: WINTER, 1981
301.

AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY (4). African military strategy, tactics, policies, and Institutions sines the
American Revolution. (Not open to students with credit in MILS 401.) KR 12;30-2:30. SKAGGS.

302.

CRIME, POVERTY, and VIOLENCE in the 19th Century (4). Comparative development of professional police forces
and criminal justice systems in America, England, and France. TR 5:3O-7;30. GRAHAM.

303.
305.

WORLD WAR II (4). TF 12:30-2:30. ALSTON
THE BIBLE AS HISTORY: OLD TESTAMENT (4). Major problems of text, content, and context. TR 7:30-9:30. DALY.

306.
310.
323.

History of OHIO (4). TF 8:30-10:30. WRIGHT.
MODERN LATIN AMERICA (4). Major features of modern Latin American society. TR 2:30-4:30. THOMAS.
History of AMERICAN JO'ir.MALISM (4). The historical role of journalism in American life. MW 2:30-4:30. STERNSHER.

3. Do you have an EFFECTIVE
VOCABULARY?
UM structural analysis?
Use context clues?

325.
330.

BUSINESS HISTORY of the United States (4). TWRF 11:30. SEAVOY.
PRACTICUM IN HISTORY (2). Practical exercises for prospective primary- and secondary-level teachers of history
and social studies, w 12:30-2:30. FORSE.
ENGLISH ORIGINS of AMERICAN LAW (4) . English legal development and its contribution to the American legal
system. TWRF 11:30. KMOX.
CHINESE CULTURE and INSTITUTIONS (4). MTRF 9:30. KAWASHIMA.
AMERICAN PRESIDENTS (4!. Biographical study of recent U.S. presidents which tests the value of behavioral models
in predicting presidential performance. MW 2:30-4:30. ROLLER.
History of AMERICAN CHILDHOOD (4). The changing nature of childhood in American society. TWRF 10:30. WEST.

4. Is your COMPREHENSION
GOOD?
Recognize main thoughts?
Remember details?
Relate concepts?
Draw Inferences and
conclusions?

357.
382.
391.
391.

2. Do you have GOOD STUDY
HABITS?
NOTETAKINQ7 TIME
MANAGEMENT?
TEST TAKING? GOOD
RETENTION?

EOCI 100: DEVELOPMENTAL
READING - 2 credit hrs.
(comprehension, vocabulary, and
study skills!

IFTHEANWEHISNOTOANYOFTHEABOVT;
QUESTIONS, YOU SHOULD CHECK OUT

EDd 100 OR EDCI 101

EOCI 101: SPEED HEADUtO ■ 2 credit I hfsj

m
STADIUM CINEMA 1*2
STADIUM PVAZA SOWVINC GtfiN

TUESDAY NIGHT IS

THURSDAY NIGHT IS I

FAMILY NIGHT >

STUDENT NIGHT >." |

ALL ADULTS
■Children SO,) SI 50 STUDENTS $1.00 j"
llostmyrOb.
my house, my Rons Royce.
mylamtly leflme .
wtxjt else con
powoty go wrong''"

*************************************

Freddie Falcon Says:

GREAT ENTERT)
AT A GREAT PRICE

A familiar song and a cake will make birthdays at scnool just like those at
home with a little help from Mortar Board and a lot of thought from you.
■Hi Door

Mortar Board, the senior honorary will deliver a cake to any on-campus
resident for their birthday or any other occassion you would Nke to brighten
someone's day.

GEORGE
SEGALi

Please fill out the form below, enclose $3 for the cake and mail to:
Mortar Board Office

425 Student Services
or call the Mortar Board office at 372-2151
submit 2 woods boforo delivery oote)

(PISOH

A

SHOCKING STORY
OF MOTHERLY LOVE

EVE 7 30 & 9 45 pm SAT MAT 2 00
SUN MAT 2 00 » 4;is

r

Old Time Favorites

EVE
7.30 « 9:15

SAT MAT
2.00

|»t!h prttcnlalHjn
JIhi. nil

Full-

Course
Regular
Price

tf. With
dressing, gravy and 2 vegetables.
f. With dressing
gravy and 2 vegetables.

4.79

569
5r99

> Wit). French
fries and cole slaw.

3.49

549"

Over dumpling!*
ilh vegetable.
t. With tartar

sauce and 2 vegetables
woalSH

•JtJfC

With spaghetti and salad.
With vegetable.
6

Full-Course
Special Price

3.29
3.59
3.99
3.99
4.99
3.99
4.99
439
4.19
3.99

With salad and garlic bread.

4

L

CARBONCOPY
SUN MAT
2 00 4 3.45"

Bring us this ad
and well feast you for less

i
i
i
i
i
i

i
i

Student's name
On-campus address
Date for cake to bo delivered
Number of cakes
Amount enclosed..
Message on card
Please make chock* payable to Mortar Board
S3 por cake

Stuff**

With 2 vegetable*.
Four
pieces with 2 vegetables.
. With pineapple

and 2 vegetables
With 2 vegetables.

A99
5.29569
5*695r69
569

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
yL
w

**************************************

I

PMcrer^Gladieox

SAVE TO
30%

Tear out this ad and
B resent it al your nearby
utch Pantry Restaurant
for limited-time special
savings. Just one ad is
required to cover your
entire group. Choose any
of our 12 Full-Course'
Dinners for the special
price shown when bringing
in this ad.
-_
The extras thai come
with the Full-Course
Dinners are: choice of soup
or salad; choice of ice '
cream, rice pudding or
apple cobbler: choice o\
coffee, lea or reg. sided
beverage.

New Fall Stock of
Mens and Lady's
Traditional Clothing
And Sportswear

Jte&

6&?
S£ff

Diia Habfl'a Suieeba
The Frlendry Family Piece

Bowling Green 1-75 at Rl. 64 Pcrrytburg 1-75 & Rt 20
m«BBBBB*am-a ^^ ^" ^^ ^^ ■■■■■ M
BB §■■■■ BBBBM IHH LHHM -HIM BBBB, eBJBH .KM BUB aajnana I
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The store with the extra touch
On the 4 Corners in Downtown BG

-Save on Men's suits, blazers
and sport coats
-Save on Ladies Fall and
Winter blazers & skirts
•Save on slacks, shirts,
ties, belts, hats, shoes
-Save on Mens and
Ladies jackets & outerwear
-Save on Mens & Ladies
crewneck & V-neck sweaters

I

Tkt BG Nm OcieWr U. 1*81 S

Multi-cultural center to upgrade student awareness
we would'call a multi-cultural center
that would address itself to a number
of concerns dealing with the ethnic
groups on our campus," Dr. John
The University administration is Ericksen, University provost said.
close to finalizing plans for a campusThe administration has agreed to
wide cultural program, funded by the fund the project with $ 15,000 from
University and designed to upgrade money generated by summer quarter
the cultural awareness of students.
fees. Ericksen said the project will be
"We're very close to a general an- controlled by the Ethnic Studies
nouncement of the creation of what department and guided by Dr. John
by Kathleen Koshar
News staff reporter

Scott, speech communication, as well
as a student advisory committee.
DR. ROBERT PERRY, chairman
of the Ethnic Studies department, will
probably be naming the members of
the advisory committee from all the
ethnic groups on campus. Ericksen
said he knows Perry believes the student representation will be an important aspect of the program.

The cultural program will combine
academics with the arts, Ericksen
said. Eventually, the program will encompass the visiting minority faculty,
plan and offer programs that will
directly involve students such as
minority theater and music.
Different minority groups have
discussed numerous possibilities
about how to handle the implementation of the cultural program and

Ericksen said it has been difficult to
organize the plan to each group's
satisfaction.
. "There's been a lot of discussion informally between different groups,"
he said, adding that emphasis will be
placed on the multi-cultural aspect of
the program. "We want to use the
word ethnic where possible so it
doesn't have to be an emphasis on
black."

L^aiico, ^aae,

MNE A LITTLE!
SAVE ALen

CX1 Z/nume
(fjowlinq (jreen 5 if hit Unique Cjift J^nop

Liquidators

VISIT US NOW FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

LOCALLY MADE POTTERY
HANDMADE DOLLS
DECORATED BROOMS & WREATHS
WHEAT WEAVING

ALTHOUGH definite space and
time arrangements are still in the
negotiating stage, Ericksen said,
"Once (the program) is placed within
a department whose mission is multicultural, it's the best guarantee that
you will have attention given our campus life and composition."
Ericksen said the University competes "very favorably" with other
universities in the area of cultural
programming.

HANDMADE CALICO ITEMS
BABY GIFTS
PICTURE FRAMES
UNICEF CHRISTMAS CARDS
TEAS. HERBS. & SPICES

•M50WOOOVIUUD.
(Across from McDonald's)

• 1910 MUCUS M.
. (Across from r»os? OHtco)

• WAREHOUSE STORE

• PORT OINTON STORE

(Cwwf «f lupmrler A Mfjnolle)

(Port Clinton Plena)

ISC IN LAY-A-f AY

•ROWUNG GREEN STORE

115 Clay Street
352-5417

WtBeML

(•141. Main, Bowling Croon)
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OtDRBTS J0GGMG DELUXE BLUE VELVET
JOTS BACKGAMMON

^Jf the Cook uou tcone 16

7 PC. NUT DRIVER SET

ATTACHE SET
Beautiful 11' velvet
& simulated
leather cose!!
Complete set

a^pa^oWo*
Unen we nave what A
riant for uou
Traditional Clothing, Shoes,
Slickers, and accessories to
create your own personal style!

Vi
Bright red, whits ond blue
color wrrh top and bottom
Complete Mt.

Mirror polished! 3/16"-l/4"l 1/32"3,'8"-7, 16"-1 /2" now only in vinyl pouch!
m

Complete ploying instructions.
HALLOWEEN

JU./\llllO

1084S.Main

CLADV BUG

COURTYARD SQUARE

"

STEAK AND ALE
CELEBRATES A GERMAN TRADITION

HAND POWER PULLERS
HUM

2
TON

NOW ONLY!

HEAVY GAUGE
DROP FORGED
STEEL
GALVANIZED
AGAINST RUST

IA.

HALLOWEEN CANDY
4 GUM ON SALE!!

$25.00 vol.
'ONtr

APPLE JUICE

OKTOBERFEAST

100%
NOW
Unsweetened ONLY

n

fa sw

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FBI. ft SAT. NITE
8:30-1:00

'»..■.I tit oil tjM*A

pom**.

HALLOWEEN MASK

COSTUMES
Large
selectionValues to
$6.00
New only

20059

Save!

3/8" and 1/2" Drive)
Ravsrstible 5 Pc.
IMPACT DRIVER KIT

IHen: Farming — Mochin* §Hop — Trucking — Fencing—Sport*.
IOCI

SILVER CLOTH DUCT
TAPE

G.E. AUTOMATIC DM*
COFFEE MAKER

hood on shoul
'ders. Full zippei

ir

$'

• Strong, o*»«
• Many Die!

AUTO TOUCH UP
PAINT
Auto spiay
paint, duplicate
your orig. car
color. Dry in
minutes.
$2.00 value.

for boys or girls

VM V«t

STEAK

CHILDREN'S WINTER

JACKETS

lidALE

We're including a frosty beer
on tap with our New York Strip
at dinner and with any
"A. J
RESTAURANT
steak at lunch. '
2009 S. REYNOLDS
ACROSS FROM SOUTHWYCK
381-8791

I
I

2

10 oz.

LARGE
SELECTION

"1
I
I

S19F

STVRUT JEANS, MEN
AM WOMEN

MEN'S HOODED
SWEATSHIRTS
EXTRA
WARM!
Easy to
wash!
Ful
pper

IAIM

stucnoM

to pM« dm
Mh.ek Allbttnl
«t WOM tm 7S <t
14 ure* MM « J4

Ori|IMl ftiu

MM

m

1950
PRICES!!

95

mwm

Twin 68 «v>86 in. O 1 00
SSO val
A I

SANDWICH BAGS

WMNBft WASH!
ANTI-FKEEn

■ObUI
dw «•.«•'>}»'

OO00
47

Queen 4 King 101
»86in.
QO00
S1S0 val
OO

•ovs i en's SPORT
er JOGGMG SHOES

INCLUDES POTATO AND SALAD BAR

Lucky Steer

use
more than a steakhou
4 P.M.to 9 P.M.

MUST PRESENT COUPON

SAVE! SAVE!
100.000 PAIR
SHOE SALE

MEN'S DRESS OR
LEISURE PANTS

for $12.99
EXPIRES 10-25-81

I

Brew itorter clock ond timer outomaticolly itortt cotlee brewing at the time you
telect within a 12 -hour period Plui o "Keep Worm"

Famous Flekkrest
COMFORTERS

76 m .86 in
$100 Val

mna

1726 E.Wooster

DELICIOUS
COFFEE

Standard
size
Why pay morel

NOW
ONLY

SIRLOIN

I
I

39

Finest
Quality

MEN'S OR WOMEN'S
THERMAL UNDERWEAR

I
I
I
I

NOW ONLY

LADKS'DRESS
BOOTS

GALACTIC MKRONAUTS PHAZER GUN

in luggage
ton. Latest
style.
■ 1st quality!

$1*.*S Vohw
NOW

$

8

99

Finest quality,
■ew eoty
$099
Mm N.

Tops or
bottoms

Quick assembly. Loads of action
Orig. sold for $15.00

Now

*3

« Tee BG Ms*. Ocsseer U. INI
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Classifieds
CWmWfTT IVUTI
COtUOi RVUKJCAMi
OCTOojaja, IT, INI

SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA

CongrrtuUtofW PM TM on -*vw»o f»e
OTOM ootMnr <"••* ana" fAa go* toiar*

ZEBES

<■>•>* KMP up tha good wont1 Low* Vw L*

LOVE YOUR LITTLE StSTERS

OET PSYCHED FOR HOMECOM

INO1 ITS GONG TO BE GREAT' ZBT

'** "■ ■ 1 *> UFI f*C>fNCf

Call Rob M2-5120
Datta MrUm a«* Faundara Day. OctOW4fOUWQ

BNO(

352 1929
Loa*

flNMniMt

»«t n

300 Epeaer

»o»*i I w buwmdi 362-0606

LETS MAKE A OATE - you can now mak*
•ppoanvnonl* tor pann* and ootoonfl at

«•>• •upof Koto up vat oood "or* and

Command Parlor merv* and c** artead by
lataphon* to pra-r*ui*tar tor harcut or

*ocai «KW gHM Round PMIK

*•*•• 3S3-B921

i 6 atyang

Your* truly.
MWMH
NEED WHEELS' Sony «• on I hMp you

WyiCMOWIMfl

T0UHHI
• ■ m-10 p.m

L»non

You may aav*

AvaaaMa * iho

and by th* of* campus
Slud*nl Consumer

necaui* >oo d**orv* to Know

Charyl Shafer and Sue Martinson
Warn **ow*n« 30

hasp you ash* harMyano. fwooaeme SVol
nortt on Thuralki to Poo. loll on Pot to

aa a Maa and Jaaa> far atawtrwj anal an

NEXT QUEEN WILL BE AN ALPHA PMI

«M> UO stoat at 0SU

Caaaral*. tha

Good luck tomorrow Lpv* 'iom au o* DJ.
Cunoua Gaorga -1 hop* you know who you
1

ara I'm toolung forward to Homaconwvg
iMton.aaaraadrMi'wia

hop* you at*' Lov* tma
HaBewaan Nota - Don I mas it - Uptowns

HYPNOSIS to ratava pra-taal an.-erty S25
3626777

HaJowaan Blast Pru*s. tr«* popcorn 1 no
cov*' wiff coifumr-

an

So-

SPPJNG

Eaaa and John on your

BUFFS

VOLM

ALPHA

0AM

prat* your*** wan aowar* Camaaont on

To my now big EJaa 6 grand bg Otana I'm

aHa Thuraday f noay and Saturday n the
Untonoval

ao glad to ba a part of your lam*y EBB).

Qua

tank* *o mucri tor w> your auppoM
baaa aaaaj LOW*, if Mark.,

alomach acha Saturday" Lootang forward

MEETING

Mayb* you I gal kicky and II g*( a

NEEDED < F imte to sub lease apt Cal

FOR SALE

352 4925 after 3 30 p m

Porch and mdc

with 3 F* Ou* 4 clean SiOOmo plus

OCT

25.

8 00

PM

uW 352 5B62

new.

beheld

0"-

fanhauer Can 352 2443
lor winter qtr

Apt

Bktc Can 352 2280 after 5
OFFHH

F rmia needed 516 E Merry Apia Wmter

pm

and spnng at's Contact si 352-8590

nara to ua

Batta* tuck navt yaar In tha

apaoat tnand who wB arwaya Da aa ■

T-SHIRTS

rnaan tan*

aaca wtm aoccar

Luv. your

brothar to m* Lov* Conrwj

T-SHIRTS

Tata. Taa*. Tag*
TwuaM 7:M OatU 2ata 4 Pat Haaaa Taa

Thani far aaafTrawaaj m» ■

T-SHIRTS
custom, screen prmled t alerts and sport

Tt» BG News ne*ds 3 PROFICIENT
TYPIST. Typesetting e.p neiplul bul nol a

Bwaar

must Apply 108 Ltoiv Hat

Oat payenad Lady Sackar* and go tor MAC1
KA'

Lo%a. tha Tna-Laa. Oab and Nancy

REDUCED PRICES

Oat M-»4 M m» Uaaaa —till

crjmptaki Comma-id Partormanca harcut

THE TPj-O a APE COfcdNO'
THETBMli ARE COMrNO'

27

wheels, fancy toga

group or

Bill Altman
Jerry Whetstone
Jeff Walsh .
Al Lake
Ed Kruzinski
Monte Hauser
Conrad Wolf
Kevin McNerney

chrome frame
Engush mad*

Rmla

tor winter & spring at*

Cal

good

mach r^inddton

n*w Mas brakes 1 mul-

llef

call

$375 fO

354 1080

or

2763156

HELP WANTED

your

John Beldon
Jordy Mclnturf
Scott Durham
Andy Harrison
Dave Kane
Joe Estes
Dave Whitaker
John O'Toole
Brian Fogel

organ<;ahon

Sublet 1 bdrnv apt al Varstly Square Call
Barb at 372-2801

.'Congratulations to the
New
I
Shiny Pins

LowBSl pne* - Fastest d*fcv*ry cal Tan

BVy yww wtwta. ptwk and fad iiiiiiilini

GAMMA OOOdJEB. BEWAHE'

tor

Proudly Announces
the Activation of

to

pacahons a Monday October 26 al 5 00

-ur I

22 ' 2

For Safe • I67t Plymouth Fury all

Raproaantabva

YOU'RE LOOtOMO 000O

Taaa, Tag*. Taaa

waits each) CM 352 3950

$126 354 1469

maw roommale needed 710

Oarryt CNdaay Happy 2lat bklhday lo a

Sunday waa a TOTAUY lun akpananco1
Hop* wa can g*t togaPwjr tor aomamora
good Dm— .n th* tutor* Th* AAV Phse

deck two Sansm SP 5500* speakers (120

7thSl apartmanls 352 8082 Negohable

Ewjn though you *dn i w«n vou ra as* wav

To th* Phi Pat*. n*ahmg m* rv>» we* you

sewing

Rani cheap

Dm - and 12 00 to 6 00 on Sunday
353 6516

i Phi to**

tr*adie

< si h*r E o' Hulfman

Kenwood KR 5600 reow^r iSO walls)

10 spaed b»e

3526082

cbachaa Kjt*. Mara and Vat

10 5 Fur-

Kenwood KR 725 top toading cassette
Fum

Fm

CON-

snow olowei

maclwiB anu mrsc

Sal

666 6083
brand

*25 Srudant Sarvices Irom B-)2 and 1*8
Monday Friday Deadkne lor icturning *p

TEAM

mlur*

- ■,*»*• Fr»

1 F rmla tor wmlw and spnng ojr 0*1campus apt

ACGFA AppkCBIxini can ba pekad uo m

FOOTBALL

\
■

KAPPA SIGMA

ine BG

Appkcahons ara now b*<ng accaplad 'or
Councils

I

News Apply 106 Unrv Hall

Hd on Green sou'g Pike on N SH)F of road

UL

you 6 lumbar or* wiry o*T.«g' low* ya
Stoba

In
lou»

372 6238 wekoays

v

ORATUiATIONB ON YOUR 3-0 SEASON

^b*aaon m aoomar than you thaw 61 know

Ca>

Backup circulation parson lor

Brian Doug Jan. Todd. Nurtno a Dan and

U Mary I'm ghM you'v* sMtad my laMy

welcome

LOUNQE

PanhaNnc

lo it Lc* atway* Jo* a aunt

Wk,Ff and Ban

Those who can

vary

12 5 133W Wooster St

"*"'■'*»' that Command Partonvavtca »
opan avary waakday avanmg unaj 9 00

thaw aupportnri Soon

smg

Carnallonsl On sale Thursday. Friday and
Saturday In the Union oeal.

To at* n** and Www SX V bat taam Todd

TAUS

and or

Lounge peraonn*) Apply after 5pm Dates

•"•factoring wan gMtng your hair Mykttf?

TOO MANY CLASSES? W your course, load

wnt*

Tha Jewefy Box a buymg gold i B*v*r
Toes • Fn 10-5 Now open Saturdays

JOAN WOMEN'S CLUB TEAM:

THAT VOU RE WOPHYTEaV/TIATtON
C*WT BE FAR AWAY'

You «•

terasted ai New muse

slrum*nts too' Oo you trf

LEARN TO PLAY LACROSSE'

SISTERS ARE SO PROUO OF YOU1 NOW

Your Ptadga

evenings. 77-9 Pamoerwaa area
aits to jo" c*
An e«pe<
lorm an aiaaHgant band ot

rraone is watinj lpr you'" ACT NOW1

t la imte Wmlei 4 Spring Qtr lo share apl

aid r.gh« on Man about 2 btodu)

M* Scnapp

PERSONALS

45201

part hme work Coll 2BB-3327 trom 9 3 ar

grMuHkon* on moWng Hornacoming court'
Your aaiiarB ara vary nappay and BO proud
bacauaa WE CAN'T WAIT TO SEE IF THE

Alpha Phi Lo**

CINCINNATI OHIO

High School ot Coaaga atuoenl rweded lor

Con

JOW H's • aa'aal

want iuat tm ad* of nm • and ftooar's
nan lo SOI* uquor Seora 362-6616

•**#• your Homacomng hon*y napoy

*ome monay

Unon. kbrary
mailbo«*a

aaafc* aa a Reaat tor aaajfjaj * r—' HaM

l* .waning
Star*

For your copy

3097

to Coomond Partormano* awaw wo can

CongF*luta*on*

. thry puokCBkon of THE DATING SERVICES
ssnd $5 10 DATING SERVICES PO BOX

T*n*nu

era* M probkMt IW'iOTyi short wait

Mao

You

up your Studant Con*omer UVuon
to ba an mlaaflBnl lananl

362-6616

saarctwng for mimata r*anonslwjs

0*1 campuB iaid*ntB Donl lorgat lo pick

vyouraai

Two good way* to

men and women on campus and o" thai ara

CLASSIFIED JOURNAL

Quartarty on Monday Oct 26 Loarn how

Congta* on rnatgng bro Ol tw monti You
(Mcnoift baby

Tr

M RaSeaat aa MM fast (a ajaaaaj lo

to taajr*. aOT. a aaatar.

*OMOWflD: 0« OTMH TXTM So*M lro«n
<**«* SOUK Hri Son of HntmnW

^INGLC UNATTACHED' Thara are akgrbla

can meel Iham thru lubscnbmg to the mon

Ski Park City Utah! Spaca* going laat.

OK) you know our

363-7011

OVERSEAS

JOBS Summer year

Europe $ Am*r

(ahampoo. cut I Wow *y slykng) m mat

$500$ 1200 monthly

SB 30 wtfh any p*m

portranappolntmanilornow-No*. 13 Call

iio

today 372-0088 Love. Kay stall

Mar CA 92625

and onry SB 00 with

any cotcmg? A good o»*i arthar way1
352 8516

round

Austria* Asw Al IwUs

Sentorsl Hurry and maka your ysarbook

Sightseeing

Free

Wnte UC Boa 52 OH 3 Corona Del

Room tor rant Private bath Kit

pnv

ac

The Brothers

casa to washer and dryor AvaaaOle winter
term SlOOpkis l 4 of utils Cal 353-4011
persktUnDy

KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA

"Find It At Finders'
"Your Record Library"
BEST SELECTION
GREAT PRICES!

...Take advantage of our

$1 TRADE-OFF!
FOR EACH ALBUM OR TAPE YOU BRING IN FOR TRADE,
WE'LL TAKE II OFF ANY REGULARLY PRICED ALBUM OR
TAPE IN OUR STOCK.
Buy one - trade one, buy 2 - trade 2...etc.
Trade-ins must be in good condition.
Sale items and used items excluded from offer.
"Offer Good Thru Pel 31.1981"
N.-SAT.IA-M-IOPM

Finders

i a H .mm at, oommtnm

OPEN 7

SUNDAYS 11 A.M.-6PM

DAYSA
WEEK

Board of Black Cultural Activities
(BBCA)
and University Student Activities
/Ltd

The Sensational Jazz Sounds
of the

Stanley Cowell Quartet
Lrtnl* Mi
Stanley Cowell - piano
Billy Hart - drums

lory Purrone - guitar
Buster Williams - bass

Saturday, October 24,1981
Bowling Green State University
Amani
9:00 p.m.
Admission ($2.00 al the door)

COME HOME TO w VICTORIA STATION
FOR YOUR HOMECOMING
FREE DESSERT OR APPETIZER!

War**, aeaetwalfM PaHeverl

MEN a f UECE4JNED.
HOODED SWEATSHIRT

Just order any dinner entree at Victoria Station
and present this coupon. Then, start your dinner
with a delicious complimentary Nachos or Zucchini
Sticks appetizer. Or, if you prefer, top off your dinner
with a scrumptious Chocolate Mousse
or New York Style Cheesecake.

SHRIMP FESTIVAL thru Nov. 19th and...
Don't forgot about our Famous Sunday Brunch!
11-3
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
I418S. RaynoMt. MaumM
Reservation* accepted
883-0/06
Limit two complimentary order* par coupon. Must accompany purchase of at
least two regularly priced dinner entrees from adult dinner menu.
Coupon valid through Dec. 31,1981
For VSOffloe Use Only:
-VSi.

.001.

KAPPA

_<COUPON1>

YASBJCA ■ HJCTRt J5 SSN
Double-thick hood
with drawstring.
Muff pocket, ribknit cuffs, bottom.
Popular colors in
polyester/cotton or
poly/cotlon/rayon.
Sizes S.M.l.Xl.

DELUXE 15—TsfoMllfWrn CAMERA w/CASi
• Automatic exposure control
• Electronic shutter speeds

from 1/500 30 sec. • 45mm,
f/1.7 lens • Filled case

jfJBLv jBjBk, Q -4B
<eW ^HW

ELECTRO 35 SSM

AfjxfAiARv urn sn
Includes telephoto lens (5a.4mm),
wide angle lens (37.7mm), viewUnder adaptor, leather case.

Murphijs
■MART
Tt»e» Friendly
Store

BAVB
,_-

VISA

1080 SOUTH MAIN, BOWLING GREEN

STORE DAILY 10:00-10:00
HOURS: SUNDAY 11:00-6:00

I
i
5

October 23. 1981

Falcon Focus.
The BG News Quarterly Sports Magazine

Vol

1.

No. 1

2 Falcon font OMabtr 23. I4t1

BEAT THE BG SNAKE
DANCERECORD

Falcon Focus

ndex

TONIGHT
7:00 UNION OVAL
PEP RALLY/BONFIRE/FIREWORKS
immediately following
in the Stadium
Parking Lot

Vol. 1.

No. 1

Head Games

«Ci5Ht<

D-

SlfcEW

|NCt»tL I

UafeJox

tcjfif,£Cb

D

Page 3

FALCON FRENZY: FLY WITH ITU

SIGMA CHI HOMECOMING
Sank - Pam
Chris - Erika
Spidey • lane
Killian - Natalie
Petey - Kathy
Jerry - Valch
Ben - Cathy
Stramy • Kathy
Mike - Kathy
Dana - lanice
Kenny - Terri
Marty - Debbie
Bougie • Sara
Coop - Linda
Wings - Julie
Clever - Janet
Duff - Carly
Dave - Kim
Ricer - Karen
Dave - Joy

.

.

Wally - Stacy
Cuddles ■ Bakes
Joey - Linda
Schrips - Donna
Barr - Wafflehead
Ross - Kim
Griff - Leslie
Mike • Danett
Doug - Mary
Del - )ean
Ben - Sue,
Dave - Trace
John - Val
Toth - Mary
Hams - Mariann
Scoog - Eileen
Paul - Donna
Stevey D. - Kim
Andy - Suzanne
Jonny O. • Carol
Eddy Q. - Jeanne

WHERE ARE THESE BROTHERS

Walks - Donna
Tits • Sue
Jeff • Peggy
Blit • Jill
Neil ■ Lynnette
Jim - June
Meff-head - Sally
longo - Kimbry
Rich ■ Sandy
Ken - Tammy
Crow - Carol
Tommy • Lisa
Shaw - Judith
Sonny - Donna
Lane - Lisa
Kuhn -1
Tony - Jenny
Bill - K.K.
Song - Duckie
Dwane - Sara

GRIDES - (
DORNEY • (

SPANCS - f
WAGS -i

Happen* all b«*t

The Hit Men

s

Page 6

Mel's Method

KOLBOW -1

Page 8

A Backyard Brawl
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Covtr photo by D»le Omori
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For Koury and Popp, they're hooked on...

HEAD GAMES

It is late in the game, and a torrential rainstorm has exhausted the
5>Iayers, as well as added a dreamike haze to the field. The game is no
longer in doubt, but the players play
on nonetheless. There is no letdown
in soccer.
Bowling Green is making a

spirited charge toward the Toledo
foal. Suddenly, BG's wing striker,
ob Theophilus, lets loose with a
yell.
"Go Donnie!"
Those two words are all Don Popp
needs to hear before he is on his way
to the goal mouth. Theophilus feeds

Popp with a perfect pass and the
Falcon junior heads the ball past a
sprawlmg goaltender into the back
of the net.
A MOB scene ensues in front of the
goal, and the handful of loyal fans
let loose with cheering. Before the
celebration is broken up by the of-

ficials, the public address announcer
says what everyone is already aware
of.
"Setting a new Bowling Green
record with his fifth goal of the
game is Don Popp.
continued on page 4

Don Popp challenges an Akron defender (or a head shot in a contest earlier this season. Popp fell with an injury that game, but
returned to the Falcon lineup Wednesday after a two-game absence.
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HEAD GAMES
The scene is three games later,
and the same PA. announcer is
counting down the final 10 seconds of
the game. When time has run out,
there is applause from the crowd.
A beautiful autumn afternoon has
ended in another Falcon victory, but
the team was flat. The coaches
aren't happy, and the Parents' Day
crowd feels somewhat dissatisfied.
The last man to trot off the field is
Junior goaltender Joe Koury.
"NICEGAME, Joey,"a teammate offers.
"Thanks," Koury returns.
A loyal fan approaches Kour}' to
inform him that he has just set the
career record for shutouts by a
C"e, in just the sixth game of his
season.
"Really? That's great," Koury
says.
Now two people out of the near-500
in attendance know of the record.
Such is the life of the loneliest man
on the field. If he had set the record
for most goals given up, Koury
knows he would have heard about it.
KOURY AND Popp both had inauspicious beginnings in Falcon soccer. Both were walk-ons in 1979 and
told that their chances of making the
team were slightly better than none.
Knowing that your days are
numbered does little to enhance the
enjoyment of a training camp stay
at BGSU, a few weeks before school
begins. You look to your roomie for
encouragement. Don Popp looked to
Joe Koury as they sweated out the
cuts together. But they both made
the team and the rest is Falcon soccer history.
"Joey and I roomed together, and
we were always real nervous when it
came time for cuts," Popp said. "I

don't think he was as worried as I
was, because he sort of knew they
were going to keep him."
Popp knew that he had more at
stake than Koury, namely a full-ride
basketball scholarship to a prominent junior college in Nebraska.
DON POPP, known to his teammates a "Jewel," is a product of
Beavercreek, a suburb of Dayton.
Rather than attending his hometown
high school, Popp rode a bus to Carroll High School.
"It was pretty wild when we
played Beavercreek in athletics, "
Popp said. "We were rivals, and I
was from Beavercreek, playing for
the rival team."
Popp was the subject of a lot of attention, which hasn t stopped since.
He played sparingly as a freshman,
but was the team's leading scorer as
a sophomore. He led the team in
scoring through most of the first
part of this season, and he is well on
a record pace for the team's all-time
goal and total scoring record.
"I'm pretty much of a natural
athlete, but I think maybe I could
Pet into the game more mentally,"
opp said. ''My speed really helps
out a lot. I don't have the skills that
other people have."
Popp said he hates the "pedestal
treatment," but that it comes with a
lot of scoring. Unfortunately for
Popp, he has gathered the attention
of opposing defenders, who have
shut him out since the fourth game
ot the season. But the defensive attention has opened the door for
Popp's teammates to score.
"WE HAVE TOO MANY people on
this team who can score, so teams are
in trouble if they have to just key on
me," Popp said.

Joe Koury takes a breather during on* of his career-record 16
shutouts, a 3-0 victory over Dayton. Koury has shattered the old mark

Jo* Koury shows concern lor Injured teammate Charlie Thomas In i
game against Akron earlier this season.

of 13 shutouts, with Just under ■ season and ■ naff remaining In Ms
Falcon career.
u
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Koury and Popp were walk-ons
in 1979 and told that their chances
of making the team were slightly
better than none.

Don Popp leaves Mickey Cochnne Field with his injured loot wrapped after a hard-fought win over Dayton.

While this season has led to some
on-field adjustments for him, Popp
has also had to make some personal
adjustments off the field. On April 25,
Popp lost his roommate of two years
and close personal friend, Tony Corsiglia, in an auto accident. Popp said
his teammates now wear a piece of
black cloth pinned to the collars of
their uniforms in memory of Corsiglia, to whom the season has been
dedicated.
"(The accident) bothered me a
lot," Popp said. "I was in shock for
a long time after it happened. They
wanted me to go with them that
night, and I was very close to going.
Tony was a great guy he had a
good chance of starting for us this
year. I miss him a lot."
Joe Koury is a second generation
American, of Lebanese decent.
Koury atended high shcool in Pittsburgh, but lived in the suburb of
Better, Pennsylvania.
As is just about everyone from
that area, Koury is a Pittsburgh
Steeler fan. Despite playing five
years as linebacker in junior football, Koury insists that his love for
football stops at the Steelers.
LUCE POPP, Koury was a high
school basketball standout who could
also have played Division III college
ball, had soccer not been calling.
Koury, an excellent student-athlete
(3.43 cumulative GPA) and winner

of the team's Hodge Family Scholarship, prides himself on not being the
"average" soccer player.
"I like to be a paradox, a walking
contradiction, to what most people
think a soccer player should be,' he
said. "I like it when my friends have
a hard time making the connection
between me off the field and me on
the field. I like to just stand back
and say, 'Hey, that's me out there.'"
Koury makes it a point to get enjoyment out of the game, which
helps him relax and, in turn, helps
him make some of his spectacular
saves.
"I like to have fun in the game let's say I try to be a little less
serious," said Koury, who can occasionally be seen mugging for
cameras while play is continuing
downfield. "It's a fun team. We're a
collection of characters and we all
get along really well."
Koury had to make a transition
from high school to college soccer
during his rookie season but he still
managed to set a team record for
most shutouts in a season (he was
one shutout shy of that mark entering Wednesday's contest).
"I REALLY had to cut down on
my mistakes," he said. "It was a
matter of consistency. It was really
a big jump from high school to college soccer. In high school, you only
had to pay attention to one or two
players and the others weren't really

a threat. In college, anyone is good
enough to score.
"My mental preparation is the big
difference this year. You really have
to have a lot of composure as a
goalie. You have to have maturity. I
still have to improve on all aspects
of my game before I would ever be
good enough to go pro."
Koury said he has to concentrate
intently to stop a player like Don
Popp,
whose speed can beat you.
'rIl I were to be playing against
Donnie, I would put my best
defender on him," Koury said. "The
thing to do is not to let Him turn. If
he turns on you, then he is trouble.
"He hits a lot of head shots, so you
have to watch him on those and take
the ball away from him out of the
air. I like to go up and take the ball
away."
MY BEST ATTRIBUTE in soccer
is my jumping ability," Popp said.
"About half of my goals are from
the head. Soccer is really a game of
breaks, and with the head shot, it is
almost impossible for the goal
tender to predict where the ball is
going to go.
"My kick shot is rather weak. The
only way I could score on Joe Koury
is on a kick from the corner with a
head shot."
The two Falcon stars do go against
each other in practice, although it is
not the same situation, they
admitted.

"When I play against Joe, it is him
against me and I really try hard to
beat him," Popp said.
"Donnie and I really try hard
against each other and there is a lot
of friendly rivalry there," Koury
said. "When I stop his shots, I jump
in his face and say,'I beat you.
When he beats me, he says the same
thing."
IT IS LATE in the game, with the
same dream-like atmosphere on the
field. Breaking down the corner is
Theophilus. who takes a pass from
the midfield and prepares to pass.
"Go, Donnie," he yells.
Popp beats his defender to the inside and makes his turn towards the
Soal. Theophilus feeds his pass from
le comer, which curves to the front
of the goal mouth.
Koury, tiw 6-2 goaltender, leaps
for the ball against the 6-0 Popp and
his great leaping ability. As the fans
sit in hushed expectation, the two
athletes collide in front of the goal.
The fans jump to their feet and
cheer as the spectacular play is
completed...
Story by Tracy Collins
Photos by Al Fuchs and Dale Omori
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Five years ago at Toledo St. Francis DeSales High
School, a running back by the name of Mike Kennedy
was setting all kinds of records and receiving all
kinds of honors.
He had a back that blocked for him, never getting
much publicity, always somewhat in his shadow...his
name was Pat Kennedy.
Today, things haven't changed all that much. Mike,
Pat's older brother by a year, is a defensive back at
the University of Toledo, an all-America candidate
with the possibility of professional football career
ahead.
Pat, meanwhile, plays football at Bowling Green, a
defensive end, who has had to work hard just to earn
a starting spot. Pat is a steady player, yet the comparisons are inevitable, and he has heard them all his
life.
"I get it even around here, with people kidding
around in the lockerroom," Pat says. I think he
hates it more than me. It's not what he wants, for
people to compare us."
Tne Kennedys come from a football-oriented family
of eight children. Neither Pat nor Mike have more
avid fans than their two parents, who ardently attend
all possible games, sometimes two in one day, and
often fall to sleep at night listening to tapes of their
sons' games.
"HONEST TO GOD, mom and dad go to sleep at
night sometimes listening to our games," Mike said.
"Mom has to call Rocket hotline every day to find out
what's going on."
"I went home last Saturday and Dad was sitting
there listening to one of our games," Pat grinned.
"He yells over to me and says, 'Hey Pat, come here
and listen to this play you made.' I said, Geez, dad,
don't you have anything better to do?' And this is
almost before I'm in the door."
Bob and Jacqueline Kennedy have always followed
their two sons in football. In high school, when both
Mike and Pat played in the same backfield, it was
just a little easier to attend the games.
But when Mike opted for UT after graduating a
year ahead of Pat, the separation was pending.

The Kenne
BG defensive end Pat Kennedy and\
have more than heritage in col
among the hardest h\
"Everybody always knew Mike was going
someplace, but a lot of people never really thought of
me as making it in college Mil," Pat says. "We (St.
Francis DeSales (.playedat Bowling Green High
School when I was a senior, and I ended up getting
recruited by BG. In a way it's funny, because he was
never offered anything by BG, and I was never offered anything by Toledo."
Now, the Kennedy family is forced to juggle its
weekend schedule around not one, but two football
schedules.
"THIS ISN'T THE WAY we really wanted it," Bob
admitted. "We thought it was great when Pat went to
BG, because they play afternoon games. We figured
we would always be able to go down and see him in
the afternoon and then zip back up to Toledo for their
Sames, because they play at night. But if you look at
leir schedules, you'll see that there aren t too many
dates where that actually happens."
"When they both play at the same time, we split up
the family. They've got six brothers and
sisters...some go here and some go there, just as long
as we get a first hand report somehow. We also tape
all their games on radio."
When Mike was a senior in high school, he rushed
for 1,207 yards, averaging 6.4 yards per carry. He was

named all-city on both offense and defense and UPI
all-Ohio.
When he graduated, many football observers at St.
Francis DeSales expected Pat to pick up right where
his older half had left off. Despite gaining over 800
yards as a back his senior year, it just wasn't quite
enough.
"I had to fill his shoes; that was pretty hard," Pat
says. "Not too many people can see me playing running back, but I only weighed 190 pounds in high
school. They recruited me as a linebacker, though,
and told me right away that I had to gain 20 pounds."
PAT NOW WEIGHS 215 and has been converted into
a defensive end, the third position he has played since
coming to BG. As a freshman, he had a brief trial at
defensive end, but later in the year moved to defensive Mck. Since then, he has played either linebacker
or defensive end.
Mike, meanwhile, has made an art of playing strong
safety for UT. A badly broken arm sidelined him for
all but one game last season, and he was redshirted.
But apparently the 6m, 193-pound senior has
recovered well.
Last week, Mike played an outstanding game
against Central Michigan, making 13 tackles, and was
named the Mid-American Conference Player of the
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dyT defensive back Mike Kennedy
xmmon. The two brothers are
litters in the MAC.
leek on defense for the third time in his career.
Iiose honors, combined with first-team all-MAC
onors in 1979 and his exceptional speed and strength,
lake him a legitimate pro prospect.
Still, he doesn't seem to understand all the hoopla,
nd isn't the type of player that enjoys the medi?.
"When they first started building me up as an allamerican, I lust didn't understand it. I'm not that
Kid of guy,'' Mike says. "Like putting my picture on
le schedule card for the '80 season .. J don t really go
fr that. They could have put four seniors on the front
I that thing; I don't see how they can single out one
ay. And there are seniors on the team that have
Iyer gotten on TV. That sort of burns me up a little
R"NOW I'M SORT OF used to it, but I still get those
lUestions everyday. At first, maybe I didn't know
lyself if I could play.
"Everybody always talks about my accomplishments and my future, but I've been lucky at
that I've already done. Hell, not that many high
ihool players even get an opportunity to play college
ill. We've got two in the same family that are playg and starting...he'll remember that for a lorig time
Td so will I."

Mike's promising future almost came to an abrupt
halt when he broke his arm last season. The injury required surgery and Mike came out of the operating
room more a man of steel than when he went in,
thanks to a steel bar and four screws that were put in
his arm.
In turn, the injury did turn him into a mightier
man.
"Just two years ago, when I was a junior, I only
weighed 170-175 pounds. I didn't touch weights
because I didn't really enjoy it," he says. "When I
broke my arm, I was forced to lift and along with it, I
Sained weight. I weighed 210 last fall, but the coaches
lought that might slow me down a step or two. I'm
still about 15 pounds heavier than I was.
"It helps confidence-wise to know you're as strong
as just about anybody out there."
INJURIES ARE A PART of football, and that is
something that even Ma Kennedy has come to
understand.
"You worry at each game, but there is nothing you
can do," Jacqueline said. "We enjoy watching both of
them play, and we just hope that they play well."
Although their parents have incorporated football
heavily into their own lives, both players say that
nothing was ever forced upon them.

"They always let us make our own decisions," Mike
says.
One decision that won't be made by any member of
the Kennedy family, tomorrow, is who to root for. The
family will remain neutral.
"We just hope they both play well and whoever
wins, wins," Bob said. "Its a tough thing."
"When we play, it's mostly whatever happens, happens," Pat schrugged. "It's probably the biggest
game of the year, though. I get pysched to play
against him and against Toledo itself. Last year was a
big one, when we went to Toledo and beat them. My
brother couldn't play because he was hurt, so that put
a damper on it, but I still knew a lot of their players."
Even though the two brothers play on teams that
face each other every season, they haven't been on
the field at the same time since Pat was a freshman
and Mike a sophomore, when both were members of
their respective kickoff teams. Their positions, plus
the injuries that forced Mike to miss fast year's game
in the Glass Bowl and Pat to miss the game in 1979
here, have prevented them from confronting each
other on the field since.
That will change tomorrow when BG squares off
against UT at Doyt Perry Field. Mike is on UT's punt
receiving team, while Pat is on BG's punt kicking
team. Not only that, but Mike plays on the left side of
the Rocket line on punts and Pat plays on BG's right
side. That means that there could be a direct
confrontation.
"That'll be good," Mike grinned. "If I can't get to
him, I'll make sure my teammates know what
number he is."
"He better just get out of my way," Pat added, jokingly. "I might just take my eye off the ball for a
minute and concentrate on him."
Story by Joe Menzer
Photos by Dale Omon
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Brodt: doing it his way since 1960
Mel Brodt is molder of men's
spirit in a field of athletics so often
associated with physical fortitude.
He begins by constructing a foundation of confidence from which each
athlete forms his own framework of
athletic excellence.
The year was 1972. Bowling
Green's Dave Wottle was about one
month away from realizing his
dream of a gold medal in the Munich
Olympic summer games, when
adversity struck.
Wottle, the golf-capped, world
class athlete in the 800 and
1600-meter runs, was dealt a severe
setback when he came down with
tendonitis in his knee. He suffered
through three long weeks of unproductive training. Confidence, that
intangible tool that makes or breaks
an athlete's performance was on the
wane, and wottle was running
nowhere in his own mind.
"I was down in the dumps," Wottles remembers today, from his
Bethany, W.V., home. "But when
coach Brodt got there (Munich), he
sat me down. We looked at my train-

ing program and where I was at.
Just having him there really helped
me build ray confidence back up."
A month later,Wottle (and cap)
took the gold medal in the 800.
THOUGH SID SINK did not compete in Munich that year, he, too,
remembers Mel Brodt playing an instrumental role in 1972. Brodt, BG's
track coach at the time, was watching the steeplechase from the
stands at the Olympic trials. A twotime national champion in the event,
Sink was running a distant fourth
with just a few laps remaining. Only
the top three finishers qualified for
the U.S. Olympic team.
"Usually, he doesn't show any
emotion," Sink said of Brodt, while
recalling the event. "But here he
was pounding his hand on the railing
in front of him, trying to get me to
pick it up. I couldn't near him and I.
didn't make the Olympics, but I
guess his hand was really sore
afterwards."
Brodt remembers well the event
and the sore hand. "That's probably
the most emotion I ever showed.

Dave (Wottle) already made it (on
the Olympic team), and it was Sid's
last chance. He was so close to being
there.
"I was banging my hand.against
the board right in front of me, trying
to get him to wake up. That went on
for three or four laps. We were down
at one end of the track, and every
time the leaders went by, the crowd
roared. I don't know whether he
heard me or not"
'He ended up losing out by 10 or 12
yards. That was probably my biggest disappointment as a coach, he
said.
DISAPPOINTMENTS HAVE been
few for Mel Brodt in his 22 years at
the University. In fact, Brodt has a
lot to smile about when he reflects
on his track record in coaching
Falcon cross country and track and
field.
When he stepped down last year as
track coach to concentrate on cross
country and teaching in the University's School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, Brodt

had coached one Olympic Champion,
three American record holders, 25
all-Americans and 46 Mid-American
Conference Champions. His track
teams had won seven major titles,
including the 1972 MAC Championship; his harriers, one conference
crown (1969) and 118 of 158 dual
meets.
The honors, accolades and titles
have multiplied year by year for
Brodt and nis boys, and the walls in
his two campus offices are crammed
full of memorabilia. His travels have
taken him from the Munich
Olmypics to clinics and competitions
in Europe (three times), Russia,
Central America, and Canada.
"The experiences I've had here
have been for the most part rather
terrific. The first few years were
rather hectic and these last few have
been hectic," he says.
BRODT EXPLAINED those early
difficulties as "learning the ropes of
recruiting." As for the last few hectic years, "It's been money and the
constant hassle of having a good program, and then watching the p's and
q's of administration (concerns) cut
our pins out from under us.
"I never lost sleep until a few
years ago, trying to keep that
(track) program at a high level,
recuiting-wise and travel-wise.
"It affects one's own attitude,
when you're going along at an even
keel and then a father drastic
change.
"Those middle years, when our
program was climbing, were good.
But once you're there, it's hard to
stay there. They say that success
breeds success, but in some cases it
doesn't. Some kids won't come to a
program where they know they
won't be competing right from the
start."

It's been a unique feeling I've had. it has been a
lack of appreciation for
what I was attempting to
do for the team and the
University.
-Brodt
But, oh, those middle years. They
pushed Falcon track and cross country out under their national spotlight
and further developed Brodt's growing reputation as one of this country's foremost authorities in his
field.
The 55-year old Brodt has been
recognized as National Indoor Coach
of the Year, District IV Cross Country Coach of the Year. He is also one
of only 12 persons to be president of
both the VS. Track Coaches
Association and U.S. Cross Country *
Association.

Me! Brodt

SURPRISINGLY, all of the national exposure has failed to stir up
similar attention on a local scale.
Brodt harbors some genuine disappointment in the lack of local
coverage of his program over the
Sears, and he expresses dissatisfaeon with the uninformed
community.
"The recognition has come more
from without than within," Brodt
says. "By that I mean that I would
be more widely known outside the
University than within it. Our track
program for instance. If you were to
go to Findlay, Toledo, New York or
California, our recognition has been
more widely spread.
"It's been a unique feeling I've
had. It has been a lack of ai
tion for what I was attempting to
do
for the team and the Umv-*to "
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perience as did his method.
"He doesn't encourage the athletes
a lot. I guess he figures at the college level you don't need to be rahrahed. But if you get so much as a
handshake out of him, that means
everything," says Sink, now coach of
BG's women's cross country team."
Wottle, the admissions director at
Bethany College in West Virginia
and coach of cross country there,
says that Brodt's program helped
develop the inner confidence an
athlete needs to perform at peak
level.
"OVER THE YEARS, I developed
confidence in the program and in
Coach Brodt, to the point where I
was a confident runner," Wottle
says. "This confidence reflected on
him and his knowledge in track."
Brodt credits no one in particular
for inspiring him to coach this way.
But he adds that there are likenesses
between his method and that of his
track coach at Miami University of
Ohio in the late 1940s, George Rider.
"He was a fine, stable, wellrespected man," Brodt remembers.
"He played an important role in my
life. I had a lot of respect for the
man. I probably patterned some of
my ways after him, unconsciously.
"But you do as you see fit. You get
a feel for people. Being yourself is
what it's all about. I wouldn't want
any people to emulate me, just as I
didn't really emulate anyone else.
"There are a number of ways to
skin the cat."
With his track record at BG, Brodt
has probably found the quickest.

The discouragement ends there,
however, as Brodt reverts back to
his positive-plus nature. He deemphasizes the disappointments and
becomes reflective, even
philosophical, as he examines the
past. He stresses that, indeed, winning is not everything and neither is
the recognition that follows in its
wake.
"Coaching is a younger man's or
woman's activity," he says. "Not
that I don't have the zeal and pep I
once had. I still do. But you don't
have the same drive.
"Winning was always nice, but losing doesn't make you lose much
sleep anymore, not that I ever lost
any.
my. But if winning was everything,
11probably wouldn't have coached."
COUPLED WITH Brodt's role as
coach is his role as teacher. Over the
years, he says he has been able t incorporate the latter to become at he
refers to as a "teacher-coach." This
dual role defines the distance he
maintains in his relationships with
athletes.
"There's no place in coaching to
be buddy-buddy (with the athletes).
Friend, yes; leader or any other adjuctive you want to use, yes.
"You're not a father. I've told
them right from the start that I'm
not the father of any except my own
children.
"I won't do everything for them. If
they have a scheduling problem, I
tell them to go and fix it. You don't
teach responsibility if you do
everything for them. That may be
sort of calloused, but I care for them
more than they think."
Calloused or not, Brodt has
cultivated a successful program at
BG, and former pupils of his technique suggest that the man left just as
deep a mark on their collegiate ex-

Story by Chris Sherk
Photo by Al Fuchs
For Mel Brodt, the last 22 years at BG have been shared with such
standouts as Sid Sink and Dave Wottle.

Art by Dave Sigworth
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reg. $26.00 - $15.60
Painters denim & colors
25% off
All shirts 25% off
All hats 50% off
We Stock Ladies Lee Riders
& Cheeno Straights sizes 3-13
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STUDENTS SAVE 10 per cent on any hairstylmg
service Fo> example, haircuts just $7 20
shampoo $1 80 blow-dry styling only $3.60
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A Backyard Brawl
1-75 twins continue Family Feud
If, as the saying goes, history
repeats itself, BG's homecoming
§ame tomorrow against Toledo will
e more of the same for the Falcons.
And that is the extension of a Falcon
unbeaten streak on homecoming
day.
The game marks the first
homecoming game ever between UT
and BG on Doyt Perry Field, which
was completed in 1966. Prior to that,
the Falcons played Toledo in five
other homecoming tilts, winning four
and tying one. BG holds a 25-164 advantage in the series which began in
1919.
LAST YEAR'S CLASH at Toledo
attracted the second largest crowd
in Glass Bowl history, when 23,196
spectators watched BG's 17-6 victory
over Toledo. The win was the third
in four tries against the Rockets for
Denny Stolz, now in his fifth season
as a BG head coach.
"I was the most surprised guy in
the world. All I ever heard about
was Miami, Miami," Stolz said,
remembering BG's 23-17 loss two
years ago that ended with a Chip Otten fumble at the Rocket goal line.
"We beat them the first two years
and nobody said anything. But when
Chip fumbled in the endzone, bov,

that's when I found out about the
rivlary. You would have thought we
had just lost the Super Bowl.'
THE FALCONS played their first
homecoming game ever against the
Rockets in 1922 when BG, then
known as the Teachers, battled
Toledo to a 6-6 tie. Toledo held a
10-6-3 edge in the series when Doyt
Perry took over as BG coach in 1955.
That year, the Falcons had a 4-0
record going into their homecoming
against coach Frosty England's
Toledo team. A crowd of 7,510 was
on hand at BG's University Stadium
to see BG take a 134 lead at the
half.
However, it was the third quarter
that spelled doom for the Rockets as
BG scored three touchdowns en
route to a 39-0 victory, the first of
twelve straight wins over the
Rockets.
"That game was a big win for us
that year because Toledo had won
38-7 the year before," Perry said of
his first encounter with the Rockets.
"It's always good to win over your
arch rival."
IN HIS TEN-YEAR stint as Falcon
coach, Perry never lost a game to
the Rockets although BG traveled to
Toledo's Glass Bowl to play before a
homecoming crowd of 10,500. The

Falcons blitzed the Rockets 31-16 as
BG's Bob Ramlow raced 64 yards for
a touchdown before the game was
three minutes old.
The game also featured a 70-yard
touchdown pass from Toledo
SuarterbacK Jerry Stolz to Jerry
lack, the longest touchdown completion against a Doyt Perry team
The Falcons eventually went on to
capture the Mid-American Conference title that year with a 6-0
league record and 7-2 overall.
The 1963 contest was, in Perry's
words, "probably the greatest comeback of any team I ever coached."
Perry's Falcons were not exceptionally strong that year, although
they completed the season with an
8-2 record.
BG's Jim Goings sprinted 37 yards
with a pass from Jerry Ward with
less than two minutes remaining in
the game to give the Falcons a exciting 22-20 comeback victory over
the Rockets beofere 10,000 fans at
BG's University Stadium.
IN THAT GAME, the Rockets spring Jimmie Gray on successive
touchdown runs of 88 and 51 yards as
Toledo played a flawless first half in
building a 20-0 halftime lead.

But three Rocket miscues allowed
the Falcons to narrow the score to
20-15 before the Ward-to-Goings winning connection.
BG took the second half kick-off
and drove the length of the field for
its first score. Then the Falcons took
advantage of the first Rocket miscue
when Ray Cunningham intercepted a
Rocket pass at the Toledo 25, setting
up BG's second touchdown.
Toledo took the ensuing kick-off
and drove to the Falcon one-yard
line before Rocket Tom Nolan fumbled into the end zone for a BG
touchback.
The Falcons were unable to move
and eventually punted the ball away.
The Rockets marched to the BG
nine-yard line, only to lose the ball
on downs with 1:51 remaining. Ward
then directed the Falcons downfield
capping the winning drive with his
heroic toss to Goings.
THE FOLLOWING YEAR (1964)
was Perry's last as head coach. His
Falcons traveled to Toledo for
another homecoming contest, which
BG rallied to win, 31-14.
Perry became BG's athletic director the following year (1966) and
handed over the head coaching
duties to Bob Gibson. Under Gibson,
the Falcons played a homecoming
game against the Rockets in the
Glass Bowl.
After a tight defensive struggle,
the Falcons held a 14-7 lead at the intermission. The Rockets went to the
air in the second half as UT quarterback John Schneider completed 20 of
32 passes in all for 237 yards and one
touchdown. But the Falcon defense
blocked a third period extra point
conversion to maintain a 14-13 advantage with one quarter to play.
The Falcon defense successfully
stopped UT drives in BG territory in
the fourth quarter to perserve the
victory.
The 1969 BG-UT affair may have
been the most exciting game ever
played in therivalry. Frank Lauterbur's undefeated Rockets came to
Doyt Perry Field with hopes of extending an unbeaten streak that
ultimately reached an astounding 35
games.
THE ROCKETS, behind the
quarterbacking of sophomore Chuck
Ealey, built a 17-0 halftime advantage. But Falcon quarterback Vern
Wireman's pinpoint passing rallied
the Falcons to a 20-17 lead with eight
minutes remaining in the game.
Ealey quickly guided the Rockets
downfieltf for another score as the
Rockets regained the lead 24-20 with
4:30 remaining.
An exchange of punts gave the
Falcons the ball with less than two
minutes left in the game. On the first
play from scrimmage, UT's John
Saunders was called for pass interference at the Rocket seven-yard
line. Wireman then passed to Robert
Short for the go ahead touchdown.
But the missed conversion that
followed left the BG lead at 26-24.
Ealey guided the Rockets 40 yards
in less than one minute to the BG
21-yard line. With two seconds on the
clock, UT's Kenny Crotts kicked the
winning field goal into a strong wind
to extend the Rockets' unbeaten
string.
Story by Chuck Krumel

BG's Craig Valentine calibrates with Coach Danny Stolz after last yaar's 17-6 Falcon victory over Toledo in
tke Glass Bowl. It was StoU's third win In four trias with the Rockets.

Photo by Al Fuchs
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B.G.
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Radiator

FREDDIE SAYS:

20% off on recorded radiator!

■:
■
■
■
■

"ROCKY ROCKET IS A

25% off new radiator*

CONEHEAD"

2 yr. guarantee on recores.
L

520 S. Maple 352-5133

♦♦♦«

CONGRATULATIONS
VIDEO TOURNAMENT
A WINNERS!
1... nnnuA
IEGUA
IstBOBMAJESKA
2nd JEFF HARTMAN

ATAOr
,_AJAKI

3rd JOHN KANE
4th JEFF PENN
5th PENNY VANNOSTRAND

Brath a us **

WFAL68OAM

TOUCHDOWN FRIDAY NIGHT
AT OUR CRUSH T.U. PEP RALLY
SCORE BIG ON PRIZES!
Wilson Football

6th MIKE GUNDLING
7th BRYAN KELLEY
8th DAN DONNELLON

THANKS TO ALL WHO ENTERED.
LOOKING FOR A GREAT WARM-UP AFTER THE
HOMECOMING GAME...
TRY

VIGOR CUP

Crush T.U. Football Jerseys
10 pairs of Tickets to the game
The WFAL Sound System wiH play the best music!
The Games Start at 7 p.m. and
the Fourth Quarter ends???

<u*

FEATURES SOMETHING
DIFFERENT EVERY DAY...
STATE ST • WOOSTIR ■ 353-8735
MONDAY, OCT. 26

It's low in calories and high in nutrition
An all-natural, good-tasting soup that comes in a
variety ot blends:
•Vegetable Standard Mix
•Onion Mix
•Celery Mix
•Parsley Mix
•Carrot Mix
•Chicken Mix

The

RAVIOLI
lb lOpM KANKQTT! CHI MS
GREEN KAN li SPAFtni SOUP
(*!*« I DONT CARE
FISCHER BUR iFRANC. I i
WGl (NOOK CABERNET ROSE

TUESDAY. OCT. 27
HOT PORK SANDWICH
lb lUpr-1 H» . I 5TEW
CHUSF SOUP
CALVORNU LEMONAM
KRAKUS BEER (POLAND)
WGUNOOK CABERNET ROSf

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 28
OB!
lb lUpmJ PASTA RlCom SAW I
ZUCCHINI SOUP
MARGARITA
AUGUSTWRBRAU (GERMANY)
WC.1INOOK CABERNET ROM

THURSDAY. OCT. 29

DJ's

!ealthShop
115 W. Merry
352-9157

ROAST BEEF BAGEL ft SOUP
ib 10r»> BBQ RIBS
CREAM Of MUSHROOM SOUP
1MB* HULA HULA
MOLSON GOLDEN (CANADA]
INC4-ENOOK CABERNET ROSE

WfafflMT

•Beef Mix

FRIDAY. OCT. 30
WELSH RAREBIT
» lOpml SHRIMP CREOLE
MANHATTAN CLAM CHOWDER
DRINK HAWAIIAN DAISY
BEER WATNEYS (ENGLAND!
INGIINOOK CABERNET ROSE

SATURDAY. OCT. 31
-PARENT* DAY
LUNCH ft DINNf R MENU IN
EFFECT All DAY
FEATURING
lASAGNA SA1 AD ft BREAD
ONV M ■•*.
AI TAKE RtMHVAl "•*••*'

in
COWOEI

Add "free sesame slix with initial purchase ot soup"

WILL APPEAR
FRI. OCT. 30 & SAT. OCT. 31

EXPIRES WED., Ocl. 28

9:30pm

HAPPY HOURS
4 - 6 pm DAILY

$1.00 COVER

«^<U?v£-a<^c<S»^»^<

The Delts and their Dates
Welcome Back All Alumni for
Homecoming
Goosr A Kann
Bill A Tracty
D.J. A Karee
Hollywood A Libby
Cubs A Linda
Saul A Debbie
Terry A Susan
Dave A Lisa
Handles A Tammy
Szabs A Mary Belh
Roger A Cindy
Jim A Gwen
Dan A Nancy
Billy B. A MAP
Mike A Pally
Todd A Becky
Dale A Kalhi
Graham A Betsy
Chat .v Am)
Jed A Denise
Kevin A l.ynnene
Marc A Jill
Doug A Carol
Knappy A Misty
Terry A Belh

'81.
Peiro A Colleen
Tango A Bonnie
Drew A Jules
Tori A Michelle
Cos A Judi
Chuck A Judy
Milch A -Jean
ReihA M.B.
J.R. A Karen
Ron A Lisa
Tommy A Pepgv

SMP

WOOD COUNTY
AUTO CLUB
WE MAKE TRAVEL
A-WHOLE-LOT EASIER!
24 hrs Emergency Road ServK;e
World Wide Travel Agency
Airline Tickets. Cruises. Tours
Personalized Travel Service
Tour Books. Maps.
Trip-tics, Camping Guides
Travelers Checks
(Only Si 00 service fee up to $5,000)
$5,000 Bali Bond Service
$200 Guaranteed Arrest Bond
Anti-Theft Reward

Effective Legislation Work
School Safety Education
Club Publication
Credit Card Protection
Hotel Motel Reservations
Winter Road Condition Reports
Car Rental Discount-Avis & Hertz
Passport Photos
Auto License Service
Motorcoach Tours

Downtown <f Kassie

Scoll A Shirley
Jake A Mary Anne
Craig A Ketli
Paul A Bando
Chris A Judy
Weaves A Terry
LB. A Becky
Everett A Carol
Skh A Kristy
B-Man A Linda
Bucky A Sue
Gregg A Tricia
Jerry A Julie
Bob A Palli

IF YOU'VE EVER THOUGHT ABOUT JOINING
THE AUTO CLUB NOW'S THE TIME!
CALL OR VISIT TODAY:

WOOD COUNTY AUTO CLUB
352-5276
414 E. WOOSTER

Ka*^*&*&*&H0*&*&-*&*&^&*&*&*&*6r*&*&>>&>>^
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BOWLING GREEN

*

12 I ikon

IIKUS

October 23. IW1

THIS IS IT!!!

SIMONS...
FINDLAY'S NEWEST TOP 40 ROCK CLUB!
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Sunday, October 25
11:30-2:30 p.m.
BGSU Whittaker Track

11:30-12:30

BG ID NIGHT:THURSDAYS
NO COVER 3 for 1
448 E SINDUSKY

FIKOUY OHIO

422 4056

Folk Singing

Campus

SamB's Frisbee Team

and Community VIP Run
12:30-1:30
1:30-2:30

(FORMERLY SASSY SI

COME TO RUN!!

PHI KAPPA TAU

Phi Mu Washboard Band
Rapscallions Quartet

Campus Run

BGSU Marching Band

Community Run

ROTC Demonstrations
-Sky Diving

COME TO HAVE FUN!!

People Count,
the Diamond
Difference!

proudly announces Its
NEW ACTIVES
Rob Panelley
Pete Yaskowitz

Bob Powell
Rob Bolaney

ENTERTAINMENT

"RUNNERS'

TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY

FULL PLEDGE CLASS

Brant Ayers
Rick Burley
Dave Dzuranin
John Lanson
Shawn Wagman

Tom Nauhaus
Bob Ripich
Dave Speck
Tom Vogt

NOW Checking Account
No minimum balance.
No service charges.
Only at Diamond.

NEW LITTLE THUS
Jenny Turek
Mary Fold!
CollMfl Carroll
Colaan Breeds
Jackia Ragan
Cindy Haag
Kim Wallace
Mlndy Arthur
JIM Badanhop
Candy Oter
Anna Gura
Irana Molnar
Joy Block
Angola Maatoraon

Nancy Koatolanaky
Judy Hintz
Dobbia Arsullc
Sherl Wharton
Liaa Cook
Bath Romano
Joan Papanlkolaov
Taml Kahler
Mary Beth Bannall
Maliiu Gump
Amy Panamith
Oanlsa Fltzglbbon
Raula Zaatudll
Cheryl Zalai

Nance Phillips
Sally Roger*
Patty Marshall
Terrl Sloway
Debbie Loellen
Chris Auman
Kay Hardesly
Susan Branlc
Liaa Poling
Debbie Holl
Adrionne Mautz
Pattl Keyea
Taml Aydlett
Julia Hathaway

MondayThursday inam-l:Npm
Malay let am-e.-n an
• am-IIrWaan

CMAMOMD SAVINGS

X♦

AND LOAN COMPANY
y» aoum Maka si
■aaHMgOreaw. OUfcaOan
utiiw-w

t♦

A
PIEDMONT
APARTMENTS

•SPECIAL" TWO PERSON
RATE

TWO BEDROOM APTS.
•S250.00-FURNISHED

All UTILITIES INCIUDED
EXCEPT UCHTS

CHERRYWOOD CLUB
Newly remodeled &
featuring Health Spa
Equipment.indoor heated
pool, sauna, & whirlpool.

There are few things
as fun as a game that
is won
But one of those few is
drinking a brew
or passing the time
with your favorite wine
Paglicri's East
w

833 High St.
332-9378

»*»*** «

440 East Court
352-1596
n a.m. - 13 p.m. SUN-THURS
n a.m. - l a.m. FRl-SAT

A Buffalo will get you a glass of
wine, Friday at Pagliai's East.
Limit 1 per person.

